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STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
A. Nature of the Case 
Plaintiffs, Shawn and Shellee Goodspeed ("the Goodspeeds"), seek damages and rescission 
of contract against Defendants, Robert and Jorja Shippen ("the Shippens"), relating to the purchase 
and sale of a newly constructed home in Rigby, Idaho. The Goodspeeds allege, among other things, 
that the recurring sub-water issues in the basement breached the implied warranty of habitability. 
The Shippens knew of the sub-water problem prior to selling the residence and did not disclaim the 
implied warranty of habitability. 
B. Course of Proceedings 
Upon leaming of the intrusion of sub-water in their newly purchased home and of the sub-
waters' recurring nature, the Goodspeeds sent notice to the Shippens under the Notice and 
Opportunity to Repair Act on September 26, 2008 and October 29, 2008 to allow the Shippens to 
remedy the sub-water issues. R. Exs. 7 and 8. The Shippens denied this request on November 18, 
2008. R. Ex. 9. Accordingly, the Goodspeeds filed suit against the Shippens on January 6,2009. 
R. Vol. I, pp. 2 - 9. 
During the course of the proceedings, the trial court allowed three subsequent amendments 
to the Goodspeeds' complaint, with the Third Amended Complaint being the final complaint before 
the Court. R. Vol. III, p. 567a. 
Plaintiffs filed a number of requested jury instructions with the trial court on December 28, 
2010, among which was proposed Jury Instruction No. 34, which is the subject of this appeal: 
INSTRUCTION NO. 34 
Disclaiming a warranty requires a conspicuous provision (text in 
large, bold, or capital letters) which is clear and unambiguous, fully 
disclosing the consequences of its inclusion. This places a heavy 
burden on the builder to show the buyer has relinquished the 
protection afforded to the buyer by public policy and that the buyer 
has done so knowingly. By this approach, boilerplate clauses (ready 
made or form language), however worded, are rendered ineffective 
thereby affording the consumer the desired protection without 
denying enforcement of what is in fact the intention of both parties. 
A knowing waiver ofthis protection will not be readily implied and 
should be obtained with difficulty. 
Tusch Enterprises v. Coffin, 113 Idaho 37,45 
- 47 (1987); Black's Law Dictionary, 2nd 
Pocket Ed., Bryan A. Gamer (2001) 
"Boilerplate", Myers, 114 Idaho 432, 437 
(1988). 
R. Vol. III, p. 721. As can be seen, the jury instruction was marked with a number of legal 
authorities on the topic of the proposed jury instruction. Id. A jury trial commenced on January 11, 
2011 through January 14,2011. After the evidence was presented, ajury instruction conference was 
held in chambers on January 14,2011 to discuss the ramifications of this and other jury instructions. 
R. Vol. IV, p. 932. Thereafter, counsel was allowed time to preserve their proposed instruction for 
appeal, which Plaintiffs did as it relates to proposed instruction No. 34. The Court did not give 
Instruction No. 34 on the basis it had misunderstood from the evidence that the Goodspeeds had 
actual knowledge of this provision. R. Vol. IV, p. 931. 
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After the verdict was rendered, the Goodspeeds filed a Motion for Judgment 
Notwithstanding the Verdict and Motion for Reconsideration on February 9, 2011 alleging that it 
was error for the Court to exclude Jury Instruction No. 34 on the basis, as asserted in the instructions 
and legal authority submitted therewith, that the disclaimer must not only be understood by the buyer 
but also that it be clear and conspicuous and not just mere boilerplate language. R. Vol. IV, pp. 863 -
865. Upon review of the record, the District Court recognized that Defendants' counsel had 
erroneously represented that paragraph 32 of the Purchase and Sale Agreement was specifically 
explained to and understood by the Goodspeeds. Jd. at pp. 932 - 934. As such, the district court 
acted within its discretion and granted a new trial based on this mistake of fact and law. Jd. at pp. 
932-935. 
The Shippens subsequently filed this appeal with the Court. 
C. Statement of Facts 
Shawn and Shellee Goodspeed are from Tennessee. Tr. p.8:14-15. They requested ajob 
transfer and came to Idaho to move closer to family and settle down. Tr. p. 15:11-8,224:10-20. 
They liked the Rigby, Idaho area because it offered them a place close to work, family, and outdoor 
recreational activities. Tr. pp. 8: 16 - 9: 12, 224: 10-20. They wanted a house with enough room for 
the kids and for Shellee's father to come and live with them. Jd. 
In searching for homes, the Goodspeeds learned of sub-water (water that rises from the 
ground up due to farmer flood irrigation) in the Rigby area and notified their Realtor, Randy Stoor, 
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that they had no interest in looking at homes with these issues. Tr. p. 11 :20-24; 12: 17-23; 116:23 -
117: 8. In their home search, the Goodspeeds came upon the Shippen house (319 N. 3709 E, Rigby, 
Idaho) located in Woodhaven Creek Estates subdivision. Its MLS listing read as follows: 
PUBLIC INFO: [ ... ] * * THERE HAS BEEN CONCERN ABOUT 
SUB WATER IN JEFFERSON COUNTY, HOWEVER THIS 
HOME HAS NOT HAD SUB ISSUES AND TO GIVE THE 
BUYER PIECE [s.i.c] OF MIND BUILDER WILL INSTALL A 
LEACHING SYSTEM AROUND HOME AND PROVIDE 1 YEAR 
WARRANTY ON CONSTRUCTION** 
PRIV A TE INFO: There has been some concern about sub water in 
Jefferson County. This particular home has never had sub issues 
but to give the buyer peace of mind the builder is going to install a 
leaching system with a drainage field from the east side to the west 
side of the home to prevent the possibility of there every [s.i.c.] 
being any sub issues. 
(Emphasis added. Capitalization in original). R. Ex. 1. Both of these sections were made available 
to the Goodspeeds without any wrongdoing on the part of theirrealtor. Tr. pp. 115:7 - 117: 16; R. 
Ex. 49, Tr. p. 9:6-25. After doing a walkthrough of the house, the Goodspeeds submitted an offer 
on the house on June 16,2007. R. Ex. 3. The Shippens accepted the offer the next day. Id. 
This offer was made on a standard real estate form commonly used by Idaho Realtors which 
is referred to as Form RE-21. Id. See also Tr. pp. 13:20 - 14:2; 99:21-25; 117:24 - 118: 10; 125: 18-
25; R. Ex. 49 Tr. pp. 22: 19 - 23:4 and 23:9-13. No evidence was presented that Section 32 of this 
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agreement stood out or was otherwise brought to the Goodspeed's attention. I In fact, the parties 
never discussed a disclaimer of warranties. Tr. P. 112: 14-17; 119:3-9. 
Instead, Mrs. Shippen testified she was not aware of anything in the contract that would 
notify the Goodspeeds the house would not be habitable. Tr. P. 262:8-14. The evidence showed the 
Goodspeeds intended the home as their primary residence and that it would be habitable. Tr. pp. 
13:13-15; 14:15 -15:6; 15:11-20; 21:12-20; 38:8-13; 41:18-23; 41:24-42:15; 104:5 -105:6; 
119:3-9; 225:22 - 226: 17. The evidence also showed that the Shippens understood the Goodspeeds 
would inhabit the home and that the Shippens intended for the home to be habitable. R. Ex. 1, 
138:16-23; 145:22 - 146:3; 191:22 - 192:10; 262:1-21. 
The Goodspeeds, who are not attorneys and relying on the representations of the MLS listing, 
even sought to ensure the livability of the home by requesting a builder's warranty for a minimum 
1 During the trial, Defendants' counsel read Paragraph 32 to Mr. Goodspeed. Tr. 73: 18 - 75:2. He also asked 
Mr. Goodspeed at trial what he thought some of the terms of that paragraph meant. Tr. 74:6-18. He also asked Mr. 
Goodspeed ifhe and his wife signed the agreement. Tr. 74:19-20,75:21 - 76:1l. Mr. Goodspeed was never asked 
whether he read this provision of the contract before signing it. Mr. Goodspeed was never asked whether his realtor drew 
his attention to this section or explained this section specifically to him. Instead, Mr. Goodspeed confinned this was a 
form agreement and that he believed the home would still be habitable. Tr. p. 114: 1-2; 99:21 100:4. 
Without mentioning paragraph 32, Defendants' counsel did previously ask Mr. Goodspeed generally if his 
realtor explained the contract to him. Tr. 58: 8-10. However, no further testimony was presented regarding the scope 
of such explanation, so there can be no determination that paragraph 32 was actually called to the Goodspeeds's 
attention. 
Additionally Defendants' counsel asked Mr. Stoor generally whether as part of his job as a realtor he "goes 
over" the purchase and sale agreement with his clients and whether he "tries'· to explain all ofthe details. Tr. 126:4-
10. But Defendants' counsel never asked Mr. Stoor whether he specifically reviewed paragraph 32 with the Goodspeeds 
in this case or explained it to them. Tr. 126:4 - 128: 12. Instead, again, Defendants' counsel simply asked Mr. Stoor what 
he thought that provision meant and whether there were any particular addendums regarding the implied warranty of 
habitability. !d. Therefore, Defendants never established the Goodspeeds actually knew this provision existed or that 
this provision was anything more than a boilerplate contract. 
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of one year. R. Ex. 3, Section 4. They had no intention of disclaiming any warranty of habitability 
after a year of the purchase. Tr. p. 82:7-10. 
Contrary to the Goodspeeds, Robert and Jorja Shippen are both from Jefferson County and 
have lived there almost their entire lives. Tr. pp. 136: 18-24. Mr. Shippen has been in the home 
construction business for over forty (40) years. Tr. p. 137:20 - 138:5. They are very familiar with 
sub-water in the county and its causation. Tr. pp. 136:24 - 137:7; 179:23 - 180:1; 258:2-22. In fact, 
they were aware of sub-water problems in the Woodhaven Creek subdivision before they began to 
construct the residence. Tr. p. 180:2-5; 258:11-15. 
Upon commencing construction in the spring of2006, the Shippens had the home excavated. 
Mr. Shippen was involved with the inspections and progress of the home. Tr. p. 186: 13-15; 259:22-
24. He had a hole next to the foundation of the walkout basement dug even deeper so he could 
observe the subwater over the course of the construction. Tr. p. 187:14 - 188:14. As the 
construction continued, subwater began to rise. Tr. p. 188: 15-19. He could see it. !d. The subwater 
flooded the basement during the final phases of construction in 2006. Tr. pp 188:20 - 190: 1. When 
Mr. Shippen saw this, he told his wife and son. Tr. pp. 189:21-23; 260:5-8. 
The Goodspeeds assert that the Shippens never told them of this flooding. Tr. pp. 20: 11-19; 
64:15-17; 65:23 - 66:4; 84:14-18; 87:8-21; 102:17-23; 112:5-8; 113: 16-20; 133:25 - 134:2; 
226:18 - 227:3. Randy Stoor testified there were no discussions by the Shippens or their realtor 
about the house having subwater problems. Tr. pp. 117:17-20, 132:19-23. The Shippens never 
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amended the MLS listing to the house. R. Ex. 1, R. Ex. 49 Tr. pp. 10:1-17; 10:24-11:22; 117:17-20; 
263:21-25. And so the Goodspeeds purchased the residence on or about July 3, 2007. R. Ex. 4. 
After purchasing the house, the Goodspeeds immediately began improving the house, 
including the basement so the family could move in. Tr. p. 21:21-25. Within a few months of 
purchasing the home, they learned the house had previously flooded. Tr. pp. 22:16-21; 227:4-9. 
They were shocked and immediately confirmed their understanding of the MLS representations that 
the home had not had subwater and would not ever have subwater problems. Tr. pp. 22:23 - 23-3; 
227: 10-16. They contacted Mr. Shippen who told them not to worry about the 2006 flood because 
it was due to canal rupture. Tr. p. 23:4-24; 227:14-16. 
Despite Mr. Shippen's verbal assurance, the home continued to have subwater problems. In 
September, 2007, the subwater flooded the grass and landscaping near the walkout basement and 
came within inches of intruding into the house. Tr. p. 23:25-25:10; 83:1-6; 227:25-228:16. The 
Goodspeeds added a second sub-pump/leaching system to keep the water away. Tr. p. 26: 15 - 27:9. 
Mr. Goodspeed testified he was sure the problem was not from a broken sprinkler pipe because the 
well pump would be running all the time. Tr. 24:23 - 25:3. No evidence was presented that Mr. 
Goodspeed had clipped any pipes working on his property. Tr. pp. 1 - 293. Mr. Shippen assured the 
Goodspeeds subwater would not come into the house. Tr. p. 24:15-17. 
In 2008, the Goodspeeds had the same problems occur, with subwater this time intruding 
through the cracks in the foundation and causing the basement water's lift station to tum on and run 
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continually. Tr. pp. 25: 11- 27: 15; 83:7-9; 2293 - 230:6; 272: 12 - 273: 13. The subwater also soaked 
the carpet and floorboards. Tr. p. 26:4-8. Both sub-pumps/leaching systems were running in 2007 
and 2008. Tr. p. 27: 10-12. Mr. Goodspeed asked Mr. Shippen what could be done about this now 
obviously recurring problem, to which Mr. Shippen admitted nothing could be done to stop it. Tr. 
p. 27: 13 - 28: 10. The Goodspeeds were met with the same response in their attempts to comply with 
the Notice and Opportunity to Repair Act, and subsequently filed suit on January 6, 2009. R. Ex. 
7,8, and 9. 
Since suit was filed, the subwater problems have continued. In 2009, as is evidenced by the 
DVD and pictures introduced into evidence (R. Exs. 5a-f and 6), the subwater again sprung up in the 
yard and through the cracks in the foundation. See also Tr. pp. 33: 19 - 24: 14; 36:3 -38:7; 83: 13-15: 
231:6 - 242: 13. The subwater flooded the entire basement to the depth of a couple of inches and was 
seeped up by the sheetrock walls six inches high. Id. While not in evidence, the house again 
suffered sub-water problems in the summer of 20 11, after the trial. 
This recurring problem caused the Goodspeeds to stop finishing the basement in 2008, after 
the problem was revealed and a pattern of subwater flooding became apparent. Tr. p. 28: 11-19. By 
that time, Shawn had already completed approximately eighty percent (80%) ofthe basement for his 
family. Tr. pp. 41 :24 - 42: 15 The basement covers one half (12) ofthe square footage of the house. 
Id. The basement contains virtually all of the mechanical devices that make the home habitable 
(such as the furnace, water heater, water pump, and water softener). Tr. at p. 38:8-13. 
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As a result, the habitability of the home has been impeded on numerous occasions and the 
jury should have been instructed on the law as it relates to an adequate disclaimer of the implied 
warranty of habitability. 
ISSUE ON APPEAL 
Whether the trial court abused its broad discretion by granting a new trial for not instructing 
the jury on the law regarding a disclaimer of the implied warranty of habitability. 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 
Whether the trial court erred in granting a new trial is examined for a manifest abuse of 
discretion. Sheridan v. St. Luke's Regional Medical Center, 135 Idaho 775, 780, 25 P.3d 88, 93 
(2001). 
"A district court may grant a new trial for an error in law, occurring at the trial." Idaho R. 
Civ. P. 59(a)(7). The appellate court exercises free review over the correctness of jury instructions 
because it is a question oflaw. Bailey v. Sanford, 139 Idaho 744, 750, 86 P.3d 458, 464 (2004). If 
such an error in law occurs, "the district court has a duty to grant a new trial under Rule 59(a)(7), 
even though the verdict is supported by substantial and competent evidence." Craig Johnson 
Const., L.L.C v. Floyd Town Architects, P.A., 142 Idaho 797, 800 - 801, 134 P.3d 648, 651 - 652 
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(2006) (emphasis added). A trial court has broad discretion in this ruling. Sheridan, 135 Idaho at 
780,25 P.3d at 93. 
Thus, the sequence of [the appellate court's] inquiry is: (1) whether 
the district court correctly perceived the issue as one of discretion; (2) 
whether the district court acted within the outer boundaries of its 
discretion and consistently with the legal standards applicable to the 
specific choices available to it; and (3) whether the district court 
reached its decision by an exercise of reason. 
Jd. The trial court has this broad discretion because it "is in a far better position to weigh the 
demeanor, credibility and testimony of witnesses, and the persuasiveness of all the evidence." 
Jd. quoting Quick v. Crane, 111Idaho 759, 727 P.2d 1187 (1986). 
So long as there is evidence presented at trial to support the instruction, the instruction should 
be given. Jd. "A requested jury instruction must be given if it is supported by any reasonable view 
of the evidence, Bailey, 139 Idaho at 750, 86 P.3d at 464, but the determination of whether the 
instruction is so supported is committed to the discretion of the district court. State v. Elison, 135 
Idaho 546, 552, 21 P.3d483, 489 (2001)." Craig Johnson Const., 142 Idaho at 800 - 801,134 P.3d 
at 651 - 652 (2006). 
All of these elements have been met and the decision of the trial court should be affirmed. 
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ARGUMENT 
I. THE DISTRICT JUDGE RECOGNIZED THE ISSUE OF A NEW TRIAL WAS ONE 
OF DISCRETION. 
This Court is charged with primarily determining whether the District Judge recognized his 
role as being one of discretion. Sheridan, 135 Idaho at 780, 25 P.3d at 93. 
The Honorable Gregory S. Anderson, the District Judge in this case, recognized his role in 
granting a new trial as one of discretion: "The decision or grant to deny relief pursuant to a motion 
to reconsider is within the sound discretion of the trial court and, absent a manifest abuse of 
discretion, will not ordinarily be disturbed on appeal." (Citations omitted). R. Vol. IV, pp. 924 - 925. 
Further the Court recognized: 
On a motion for new trial, a trial court has broad discretion and may 
weigh the evidence and credibility of the witnesses. [ ... ]. Unlike 
the rule which applies to motions for directed verdict or j.n.o.v., a 
trial court may set aside the jury's verdict and grant a new trial 
pursuant to LR.C.P. 59(a) even though there is substantial evidence 
to support the verdict. [ ... ]A trial court is not required to view the 
evidence in a light most favorable to the non-moving party. 
Id. (Citations omitted). Where the District Judge recognized and perceived his role as one of 
discretion, this Court must next determine whether the District Judge acted within the outer 
boundaries of his discretion within the legal standards, and whether he reached his decision by an 
exercise of reason. 
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II. THE DISTRICT JUDGE ACTED WITHIN THE BOUNDS OF HIS DISCRETION 
AND CONSISTENTLY WITH THE LAWS REGARDING THE DISCLAIMER OF 
THE IMPLIED WARRANTY OF HABITABILITY. 
For more than one hundred (100) years, the Supreme Court ofldaho has stated that the 
decision to grant a new trial is solely within the discretion of the trialjudge and will not overturn that 
decision in the absence of an abuse of discretion. Jacksa v. Gilbert, 4 Idaho 738, 44 P. 555, 555 
(1896) ("the action of the lower court will not be interfered with unless the record shows an abuse 
. of discretion on the part of the lower court"). In Jacksa, while the Court states the jury obviously 
ignored the jury instructions, it also recognized that the trial court is charged with "correctly stat[ing] 
the law applicable to the case." Id. 
Further, the trial court has the discretion to instruct the jury on "any matter it believes 
necessary and appropriate to aid in resolution of the issues at hand." Idaho R. Civ. P. 51(a)(1). 
The trial court in this case further correctly recognized: 
A requested jury instruction must be given if it is supported by any 
reasonable view of the evidence, Bailey, 139 Idaho at 750,86 P.3d at 
464, but the determination of whether the instruction is so supported 
is committed to the discretion of the district court. State v. Elison, 
135 Idaho 546, 552, 21 P.3d 483,489 (2001). Clearly, a requested 
jury instruction need not be given if it is either ((1)] an erroneous 
statement of the law, [(2)] adequately covered by other instructions, 
or [(3)] not supported by the facts of the case. State v. Eastman, 122 
Idaho 87, 89 831 P.2d 555, 557 (1992). Even so, when the 
instructions taken as a whole do not mislead or prejudice a party, an 
erroneous instruction does not constitute reversible error. Bailey, 139 
Idaho at 750,86 P.3d at 464. 
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(R. Vol. IV, pp. 934 - 935) citing Craig Johnson Canst., 142 Idaho at 800, 134 P.3d at 651. 
(Enumeration added). The trial court also recognized (4) "[ w ]hen a jury verdict is rendered on the 
basis of incorrect instructions, the appropriate remedy is the granting of a new trial." Walton v. 
Portlatch Corp., 116 Idaho 892, 897, 781 P.2d 229,234 (1985). Respondents will address each of 
these four issues below. 
In this case, Judge Anderson recognized that in instructing the jury on the law, there was a 
critical deficiency that may substantially affect the outcome of the underlying case, namely the 
failure to instruct on the disclaimer of the implied warranty of habitability. Such a determination is 
within the discretion of the trial court. In an effort to educate the jury on the matter, Goodspeeds 
filed the following proposed jury instruction: 
INSTRUCTION NO. 34 
Disclaiming a warranty requires a conspicuous provision (text in 
large, bold, or capital letters) which is clear and unambiguous, fully 
disclosing the consequences of its inclusion. This places a heavy 
burden on the builder to show the buyer has relinquished the 
protection afforded to the buyer by public policy and that the buyer 
has done so knowingly. By this approach, boilerplate clauses (ready 
made or form language), however worded, are rendered ineffective 
thereby affording the consumer the desired protection without 
denying enforcement of what is in fact the intention of both parties. 
A knowing waiver of this protection will not be readily implied and 
should be obtained with difficulty. 
Tusch Enterprises v. Coffin, 113 Idaho 37, 45 
- 47 (1987); Black's Law Dictionary, 2nd 
Pocket Ed., Bryan A. Gamer (2001) 
"Boilerplate", Myers, 114 Idaho 432, 437 
(1988). 
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R. Vol. III, p. 721. 
A. The Proposed Jury Instruction Is a Correct Statement of the Law. 
As will be discussed, the implied warranty of habitability rises as a matter of public policy 
and is only disclaimed with difficulty. An effective disclaimer must fully disclose the consequences 
of its inclusion, be conspicuous, and actually be the agreement of the parties. 
1. The Rise ofthe Implied Warranty of Habitability. 
The Idaho Supreme Court has specifically declared that public policy demands that the rules 
of caveat emptor do not apply to the purchase and sale of a new residence. Bethlahmy v. Bechtel, 
91 Idaho 55, 67 - 68,415 P.2d 698, 710 -711 (1966). Instead, an implied warranty of habitability 
will be imputed against the builder-vendor to protect the consumer. Id. This is an implied warranty 
of fitness that the house will be habitable. Id. To hold otherwise would be a "manifest denial of 
justice" where a buyer does not stand on equal ground to inspect the house as a builder who is daily 
engaged in the building and sale of houses. Id. Instead, public policy demands an implied warranty 
extend from the builder-vendor of the home: 
2 This warranty extends not only from the builder, but also from the seller/vendor, provided the seller/vendor 
of the new construction has "expertise in the construction business and exercised control over the construction of [the 
home], as would a builder developer, then the implied warranty would extend from [the Seller]." Tusch, 113 Idaho at 
48, 740 P.2d at 1033. In Tusch, the Court held that because the seller had extensive experience in the road construction 
industry and periodically stopped by the job site during construction the implied warranty would extend from the seller 
as well. ld. at 48 49. See also Bethlahmy, 91 Idaho at 67, 415 P.2d at 710 (holding a builder-vendor, bears liability 
for the warranty of habitability). In this case, Robert Shippen, the principle behind Marriott homes has been in the home 
construction business for more than 40 years. Tr. pp. 137: 17 - 138:5. He was the individual on site inspecting the 
progress of the home. Tr. pp. 136: 13 - 138: 15; 147:6 - 9. When he learned of the sub-water, he notified his wife who 
was also very familiar with sub-water. Tr. pp. 258: 15-22; 260:5-8. 
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The mores of the day have changed and the ordinary home buyer is 
not in a position to discover hidden defects in a structure. A home 
buyer should be able to place reliance on the builder or developer 
who sells him a new home, the purchase of which in so many 
instances, is the largest single purchase a family makes in a lifetime. 
Courts will judicially protect the victims of shoddy workmanship. 
Consumer protection demands that those who buy homes are entitled 
to rely on the skill of the builder and that the house is constructed so 
as to be reasonably fit for its intended use. The average purchaser is 
without adequate knowledge or opportunity to make a meaningful 
inspection of the component parts of a residential structure. 
Tusch Enterprises v. Coffin, 113 Idaho 37, 47, 740 P.2d 1022, 1032 (1987) citing Moxleyv. Laramie 
Builders, Inc., 600 P.2d 733, 735 (Wyo. 1979). 
The implied warranty of habitability extends to latent (concealed or dormant) defects which 
manifest themselves within a reasonable time. Tusch, 113 Idaho at 50. It extends to latent defects 
because "it is unrealistic to expect buyers to consult geotechnical and other experts about defects that 
are not even apparent.,,3 Id. at 47. The builder is the one who created the latent defect and the 
builder is in the better position to remedy and guard against such defects. ]d. 
If the habitability of the home is impaired, liability attaches to the builder-vendor of the 
residential property regardless of fault - a form of strict liability. Id. at 46 - 47; Phillip L. Burner 
& Patrick J 0 'Connell on Construction Law, §9:72 (2002). 
Notably, the habitability of the home need only be impaired for a breach of the implied 
warranty to arise. Id. 
3 In this case, where the MLS mentioned sub-water issues were in the county, it specifically stated this house 
did not have sub-water issues and the Goodspeeds relied on that representation. The MLS listing was never altered. 
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2. The Boiler Plate Terms of the Purchase and Sale Agreement Are 
Insufficient to Waive the Implied Warranty of Habitability 
A disclaimer is strictly construed against the builder-vendor. Tusch. 113 Idaho at 45 - 46. 
This places a heavy burden on the builder-vendor to show the buyer has relinquished the protection 
afforded to the buyer by public policy and that the buyer has done so knowingly. Id. '''By this 
approach, boilerplate causes, however worded, are rendered ineffective thereby affording the 
consumer the desired protection without denying enforcement of what is in fact the intention of both 
parties.'" Id. citing Crowder v. Vandendeale, 564 S.W. 2d 879 (Mo. 1978) (Emphasis added). A 
knowing waiver of a warranty will not be readily implied and should be obtained with difficulty. 
Tusch, 113 Idaho at 46; Myers v. A.a. Smith Harvestore Products, Inc" 114 Idaho 432, 437, 757 
P.2d 695, 700 (CL App. 1988). 
"Boiler plate" language is defined as "ready made" or "fixed or standardized contractual 
language" (i.e. form language). Black's Law Dictionary, 2nd Pocket Ed., Bryan A. Garner (2001) 
"Boilerplate". On the contrary, a term that is individually fashioned in an agreement is not 
boilerplate language. Snyder v. Miniver, 134 Idaho 585, 588, 6 P.3d 835,838 (2000). In that case, 
the Court affirmed that a standard earnest money agreement sent through the purchasing agent's real 
estate agent was a "boilerplate" agreement where it was a pre-printed, generic form. Id. at 586 -
588. Even the Idaho District Court has recognized that clauses generally found in most real estate 
agreements are boilerplate clauses. See Batchelor v. Payne, 2009 WL 2929264, 2 - 3 (2009) 
(Holding a merger clause contained in a purchase and sale agreement was boilerplate language where 
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the same or similar language can be found in most all real estate purchase agreements). A boilerplate 
agreement can also be identified as a form contract that has spaces to insert various contract terms. 
Tucekv. Huff, 115 Idaho 905, 905,771 P.2d 923, 923 (Ct. App. 1989). 
Restated, it should be clear to both the seller and the buyer that a disclaimer was intended and 
accepted. If it is not clear or the disclaimer is found in mere boilerplate language, the disclaimer is 
construed against the builder-vendor. 
In this case, the evidence was clear the alleged disclaimer was boilerplate language. Shawn 
Goodspeed, Randy Stoor (the Goodspeed's realtor), and even Dave Chappel (the Shippen's realtor) 
testified this was a form or boilerplate contract commonly used throughout Idaho. Shawn 
Goodspeed testified: 
20 Q Would you please tum to Exhibit Number 3? Do 
21 you recognize this document? 
22 A Yes. It's the sales - purchase and sales 
23 agreement from the transaction. 
24 Q Okay. Did you write every word in that 
25 purchase and sale agreement? 
1 A No. This is, as I understand, kind of a 
2 cookie cutter form used for these types of documents. 
[ ... ] 
21 Q Was it your intent that the - let me ask 
22 this: Was this - other than what we just talked about 
23 in Section 4, is this a pretty standard form contract? 
24 A Yeah. I think it's just a form that's used 
25 by, you know, realtors every day. 
Tr. pp. 13:20 - 14:2; 99:21-25 (Emphasis added). Randy Stoor confim1ed this was a boilerplate 
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agreement: 
24 Q Now if you would tum to Exhibit 3, 
25 Plaintiffs' Exhibit 3. Do you recognize this document? 
1 A Yeah, that's a standard purchase and sale 
2 agreement we use. This is the offer that we made on 
3 the property. 
4 Q I'm sorry. You said that was a standard. Is 
5 this a form that's filled out? 
6 A It's a form that's printed by the state 
7 association or provided, and we fill in the blanks. 
8 Q Okay. So kind of a boilerplate type of 
9 agreement? 
10 A Right. 
Tr. pp. 117:24 - 118:10. (Emphasis added). Even Shippens' counsel recognized the Purchase and 
Sale Agreement was a form when inquiring of Randy Stoor: 
18 Q And now this form that you used, it was 
19 prepared by somebody from the realtors association, I 
20 take it? 
21 A Attorneys hired by the realtor association in 
22 Boise. 
23 Q And you're probably after this, what, 30 years 
24 you are pretty much familiar with this form. 
25 A Yes. 
Tr. pp. 125:18 - 25. In fact, the Shippens' own realtor recognized this was a form or boilerplate 
agreement: 
19 Q. (BY MR. DUNN:) Is that a standard real 
20 estate document? 
21 A. Yes. 
22 Q. I believe it's got a number on it that's 
23 fairly common in southeast Idaho. 
24 What is that number? 
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[ ... ] 
9 
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A. RE-21. 
Q. And so in your experience, could you 
tell the jury what's the purpose of Plaintiffs 
Exhibit 3, which is the RE-21? 
A. The purpose of the document is to 
present an offer from a prospective buyer through a 
Realtor to another Realtor who represents a 
prospective seller in order to eventually consummate 
a sale. 
R. Ex. 49 Tr. pp. 22:19 - 23:4 and 23:9-13. (Emphasis added). Because the Purchase and Sale 
Agreement is a boilerplate, cookie cutter, standard form and for the reasons mentioned below, it 
should be rendered ineffective as a disclaimer of the implied warranty of habitability. 
3. The Alleged Disclaimer Is Not Conspicuous And Is Therefore Ineffective. 
Disclaiming a warranty also requires a (1) conspicuous provision (text in large, bold, or 
capital letters ) which is (2) clear and unambiguous, fully disclosing the consequences of its inclusion. 
Tusch, 113 Idaho at 45 - 46,740 P.2d at 1030-1031; Myers, 114 Idaho at 437,757 P.2d at 700. 
Thus, to disclaim the implied warranty of habitability, not only must the provision meet the clear 
language requirement, but it must also be conspicuous. Appellants only argue the language was clear, 
not that it was conspicuous. 
The District Judge recognized a definition of "conspicuous" as it relates to commercial 
transactions under I.e. § 28-1-201: 
(10) "Conspicuous," with reference to a term, means so written, 
displayed, or presented that a reasonable person against which it is to 
operate ought to have noticed it. Whether a term is "conspicuous" or 
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not is a decision for the court. Conspicuous terms include the 
following: 
(A) A heading in capitals equal to or greater in size than the 
surrounding text, or in contrasting type, font, or color to the 
surrounding text of the same or lesser size; an 
(B) Language in the body of a record or display in larger type than the 
surrounding text, or in contrasting type, font, or color to the 
surrounding text of the same size, or set off from the surrounding text 
of the same size by symbols or other marks that call attention to the 
language. 
Idaho Code Ann. § 28-1-201(10) (West). This definition has been accepted in the case ofA1yers, 
114 Idaho at 438,757 P.2d at 701. In that case, the Court of Appeals held that because the language 
in the disclaimer contained large, bold, capital letters it was conspicuous. Id. While that case dealt 
with the sale of goods, interestingly it discussed the issue of conspicuous language in the context of 
disclaiming implied warranties such as the warranty of merchantability and of fitness for a particular 
purpose-two theories which in essence are the heart of the implied warranty of habitability and are 
the product of public policy just like the implied warranty of habitability.4 Further, that case 
acknowledges that "(t]he breadth of implied warranties is governed by the Uniform Commercial 
Code." 5 Id. at 437. Not insignificantly, even though the buyer had a chance to read the agreement 
4 See Bethlahmy v. Bechtel, 91 Idaho at 67 - 68, 415 P.2d at 710 - 71l. 
5 That case references Idaho Code § 28-2-316 Exclusion or Modification of Warranties. 
In that statute, subsection 2 references language that would satisfY the language requirement of a disclaimer, but 
recognizes that language must still be conspicuous. Understandably then, there are two parts to a disclaimer of an 
implied warranty: (1) that the language to disclaim is sufficient, and (2) that it is conspicuous. Subsection 3 of this statute 
mentions that warranties may be excluded where the purchaser has an opportunity to inspect the goods. However, this 
Court has stated that buyers of real property are in no position to discover latent defects that may arise as it relates to the 
habitability of the property. Tusch, 113 Idaho at 47,740 P.2d at 1032. Therefore, subsection 3 would not apply and the 
disclaimer must contain not only the right language, but also be conspicuous in nature. 
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in Myers, the Court emphasized that this disclaimer was "not" like the other print found in other 
parts of the document. Id. at 438 (emphasis in original). Thus, the language element alone is not 
enough-the way it is displayed also matters.6 
While Defendants disavow the authority of the Idaho Uniform Commercial Code to define 
the term "conspicuous", they are firm in their assertion that they are entitled to attorneys fees because 
the purchase and sale of a home is a commercial transaction. See Appellant's Briefat p. 36. That 
is, Defendants seek relief for attorneys fees under the allegation that a sale of a house is a 
commercial transaction, but will not defer to the Idaho Code regarding commercial transactions for 
a definition of conspicuous. Defendants justify this argument with the argument that a home is not 
a "good". See Appellant's Brief at pp. 28 - 29. However, Defendants fail to recognize that the term 
"conspicuous" is defined under the "General Provisions" of Chapter 1 of that title, not under Chapter 
2, dealing with the sale of goods. 
Regardless of whether the commercial code applies, while I.C. § 28-1-201 (1 0) contains a 
very good definition of the term "conspicuous", it is not the only source of understanding for the 
term "conspicuous." For example, Merriam-Webster Dictionary defines the term "conspicuous" 
as "obvious to the eye or mind", or "attracting attention". Merriam-Webster's Dictionary, 
"Conspicuous", www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/conspicuous (last updated 2012). Black's 
Law Dictionary defines the term as "clearly visible or obvious". Black's Law Dictionary, 2nd Pocket 
6 See prior footnote. 
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Ed., Bryan A. Garner (2001) "Conspicuous". Both of these common definitions are in line with the 
commercial transaction definition of "conspicuous." Text that mirrors the text around it is not 
obvious to the eye, nor does it attract attention. It is not clearly visible or obvious. Instead, it blends 
in and is inconspicuous. The typed language is made conspicuous by making it appear in bold, 
italicized, underlined, CAPITAL LETTERS, or ALL OF THE ABOVE. Effort must be made to 
have it stand out or it is not conspicuous. 
Other states have recognized that there is more than just a language requirement for a 
provision to be conspicuous. For example, in Schulze v. C &H Builders, the Missouri Court of 
Appeals again recognized the holding in Crowder v. Vandendeale, supra, that "to prove a waiver [of 
the implied warranty of habitability ], the seller must 'show [(1)] a conspicuous provision which [(2)] 
fully discloses the consequences of its inclusion' and [(3)] demonstrate that this agreement was 'in 
fact" reached; however "[ a] knowing waiver of this protection will not be readily implied." 761 
S.W.2d 219, 222 (Mo. Ct. App 1988), citing Crowder 564 S.W. 2d at 881, n. 4. Even though the 
court in that case did not rule on whether the language was conspicuous or not, focusing instead on 
whether the agreement fully disclosed the consequences of its inclusion in light of conflicting 
provisions, it is clear that being conspicuous is more than a "full disclos[ ure of] the consequences 
of its inclusion" as Appellants argue in their brief here. It must be a conspicuous provision that 
makes the disclosure. Id. It has to visibly set itself apart from the other language. 
While the Court may expect such an interpretation from the "Show Me State" of Missouri, 
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this Court has already recognized the Missouri precedent in Tusch. Notably, this Court addressed 
the issue of a boilerplate agreement and being conspicuous in tandem: 
The majority of states permit a disclaimer of an implied warranty of 
habitability, but the disclaimer must be clear and unambiguous and 
such disclaimers are strictly construed against the builder-vendor. Belt 
v. Spencer, 41 Colo.App. 227, 585 P.2d 922, 925 (1978); Bridges v. 
Ferrell, 685 P.2d 409, 411 (Okla.Ct.App.1984); Crowder v. 
Vandendeale, 564 S.W.2d 879 (Mo.1978) (en banc). We agree with 
these courts and particularly with the Missouri Supreme Court: 
[O]ne seeking the benefit of such a disclaimer must not 
only show a [1] conspicuous provision which [2] fully 
discloses the consequences of its inclusion but also that 
[3] such was in fact the agreement reached. The heavy 
burden thus placed upon the builder is completely 
justified, for by his assertion of the disclaimer he is 
seeking to show that the buyer has relinquished protection 
afforded him by public policy. A knowing waiver of this 
protection will not be readily implied. Crowder, supra, at 
881 n. 4 (emphasis in original). 
The Court explains its approach: "By this approach, boilerplate 
clauses, however worded, are rendered ineffective, thereby affording 
the consumer the desired protection without denying enforcement of 
what is in fact the intention of both parties." Id., at 881. Accord 
Petersen v. Hubschman Construction Co., Inc., 76 Il1.2d 31, 27 
Ill.Dec. 746,751,389 N.E.2d 1154, 1159 (1979). 
Tusch, 113 Idaho at 45-46, 740 P .2d at 1030 - 1031 (Emphasis and enumeration added). While the 
case in Tusch did not have a clause regarding a disclaimer of the implied warranty of habitability, 
the Court immediately continues its analysis after adopting the Missouri standard: 
The disclaimers in the instant case fall woefully short of fUlfilling 
these requirements. Because the implied warranty of habitability is 
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a creature of public policy, public policy dictates that it be waived 
only with difficulty. The party asserting that it has been waived bears 
the burden of proving that it has been knowingly waived. Clearly, 
when no mention is made of the implied warranty of habitability in 
a contract, and the contract contains only general language stating 
there are no warranties other than those contained within its four 
comers, any purported waiver of the implied warranty of habitability 
is ineffective. 
Because we find that the implied warranty of habitability has not been 
disclaimed, we proceed to the next topic. 
Id. (Emphasis added). The Court therefore did not analyze whether the language in the Tusch 
agreement was "conspicuous" because quite simply, the language in that agreement did not exist. 
However, that does not change this Court's adoption of the standard analyzing whether the implied 
warranty of habitability has been disclaimed. In doing so, the Court sought to ensure as a matter of 
public policy the implied warranty of habitability is obtained with difficulty. In essence, this adopted 
standard contains an ever beloved three part test: 
1. The disclaimer provision must fully disclose the 
consequences of its inclusion; 
2. The disclaimer provision must be conspicuou~ AND 
3. The disclaimer provision must in fact be the agreement 
reached. 
In analyzing these three prongs, it is noteworthy that Tusch has recognized as a matter of 
public policy that such a disclaimer will be construed against the vendor, not against the drafter.ld. 
at 45. In this case, the alleged disclaimer fails at least two of the three prongs. It must only fail one 
to be rendered ineffective. 
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i. The Disclaimer of the Implied Warranty of Habitability Is Not 
Conspicuous And Is Mere Boilerplate Language. 
The alleged disclaimer in this case states: 
32. ENTIRE AGREEMENT. This agreement contains the entire 
Agreement of the parties respecting the matters herein set forth and 
supercedes all prior Agreements between the parties respecting such 
matters. No warranties, including, without limitation, any warranty of 
habitability, agreements, or representations not expressly set forth 
herein shall be binding on either party. 
R. Ex. 3. Notably, Section 32 does not expressly mention "the implied warranty of habitability". 
It does not even mention the work "implied". But even if the language contained in this provision 
is deemed sufficient, it is still not conspicuous. No evidence refuted the boilerplate nature of this 
agreement. There are no blanks filled in relating to a disclaimer of the implied warranty of 
habitability.7 See R. Ex. 3. As is readily observed, there are no large letters disclaiming the 
warranty. Further, upon examination of Exhibit 3, this Court will also note that provision 32 is 
identical in format to all thirty-six (36) sections of this agreement. It blends in. It does not stand 
out. It is not obvious. It does not attract attention. It is not in bold, italic, or CAPITAL letters to 
set it apart from the rest of the agreement. It is not in any way CONSPICUOUS. Not only must the 
language exist, however worded, it must also be conspicuous. Therefore, the implied warranty of 
habitability was not effectively disclaimed. 
7 While there was some discussion regarding the scope of the "standard Builder's Warranty" the testimony 
bifurcates the two warranties such that they should not be construed together. Tr. p. 82: \-14. 
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ii. The Disclaimer Provision Contained in the Boilerplate 
Agreement Was Not The Agreement Reached. 
It is clear from the record all parties intended the residence to be habitable. Because the 
warranty is implied, the Court may look beyond the four comers of the document to make this 
determination. "An implied warranty arises as a matter of law so it is not barred by the parole 
evidence rule." Standard Brand, Inc. v. Consolidated Badger Co-op, 89 F. Supp. 5, 9 (E.D. Wis. 
1950). See also Valley Re}i'igeration Co. v. Lange Co., 242 Wis. 466, 471, 8 N.W.2d 294, 297 
(1943) (The parole evidence rule does not apply to implied warranties "because the warranty is 
created by law and not by the parties' agreement."). Further, this Court recognized in Tusch that one 
of the issues as to whether a warranty was disclaimed was whether the disclaimer was in fact the 
agreement reached. Tusch, 113 Idaho at 46. If the Court is to determine whether the parties actually 
intended to reach the terms of the written agreement, it must necessarily analyze parole evidence. 
Here, it is clear everyone expected the residence to be habitable. Mr. Shippen made a 
representation that the house would be habitable that was never retracted. 
1 Q. Okay. If you look at Plaintiff's 
2 Exhibit Number 3 - Number 1, excuse me, in the 
3 public information section, if you look about 
4 two-thirds of the way through that section, there's 
5 some asterisk language there where it says: there 
6 has been. 
7 A. Uh-huh 
8 Q. Coud you read into the record what that 
9 says? 
lOA. There has been concern about subwater in 
11 Jefferson County; however, this horne has not had sub 
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12 issues, and to give buyer peace of mind - excuse 
13 me - builder will install leaching system around 
14 the home and provide a one-year warranty on 
15 construction. 
16 Q. Okay. And then would you also read that 
17 private info section. 
[ ... ] 
24 A. There has been some concern about 
25 subwater in Jefferson County. This particular home 
1 has never had sub issues, but to give the buyer 
2 peace of mind, the builder is going to install a 
3 leaching system with a drainage field from the east 
4 side to the west side of the home to prevent the 
5 possibility of there ever being any sub issues. 
6 Q. Okay. Now, would you classifY yourself 
7 as a specialist or a home inspector? 
8 A. No. 
9 Q. Okay. So the only information that you 
10 use is information given to you; is that correct? 
11 A. Yup. That's my assessment and 
12 information given me. 
l3 Q. Okay. And you obtained that information 
14 in the MLS listings from conversations that you had 
15 with Robert Shippen, correct? 
16 A. Correct. 
17 Q. Okay. Was that language that you just 
18 read in the MLS listing, was that ever removed from 
19 the MLS listing? 
20 A. Was it removed? 
21 Q. Yes. 
22 A. I don't believe so, no. 
Testimony of Dave Chappel, R. Ex. 49 Tr. pp. 10: 1-17; 10:24 - 11 :22. Randy Stoor also confirmed 
the no sub-water language was never removed from the MLS listing. Tr. p. 117:21 - 23. The 
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Goodspeeds relied on the MLS representation, understanding the home had not and would never 
have sub issues, thus rendering the entire house habitable: 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
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11 
12 
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Q Were there other things that gave you peace of 
mind about purchasing this property -- in addition to 
this language here was there other information in the 
MLS listing that gave you peace of mind? 
A Yeah, the installation of the pump was, to me 
just that. Wasn't needed but to ensure peace of mind. 
That's the way it was conveyed to me by Mr. Shippen. 
It was just going above and beyond to add additional 
security so there wouldn't be something to worry 
about. 
Q He had mentioned - Mr. Dunn had mentioned 
that there were - he had mentioned that information 
about public information. Was there anything in the 
private information that gave you peace of mind? 
A Is it okay in look at it again? 
Q I'm sorry. You can't - I think you have it 
there. 
THE COURT: Exhibit Number l. 
THE WITNESS: Yeah, where it says this 
particular home has never had subissues, but to give 
the buyer peace of mind, the builder is going to 
install a leaching system with a drainage field from 
the east side to the west side to prevent the 
possibility of there ever being any subwater issues. 
Q So is it your testimony that you had 
peace of mind from that statement? 
A Yes. 
Testimony of Shawn Goodspeed, Tr. pp. 104:5 - 105:6. (Emphasis added). It was the Goodspeed's 
intent to reside in the house as their primary residence. Mr. Goodspeed testified: 
13 Q. Did you intend to inhabit this home as your 
14 primary residence? 
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15 A. Yes. 
[ ... ] 
11 Q. When you purchased the property, 
12 did you expect the home to be habitable? 
13 A. Of course, it's a brand new home. 
14 Q. SO did you expect it to continue to be 
15 habitable? 
16 A. Yeah. I expected to have my family live in 
17 this home for years, if not generations. 
18 Q. Did you epect the workmanship of the home to 
19 be covered as well? 
20 A. Yes. 
Tr. pp. 13:13 - 15; 15:11 - 20. Randy Stoor also confirmed that he understood the Goodspeeds 
intended to inhabit the house. Tr. p. 119:3 - 9. If anything, the Goodspeeds were looking to protect 
themselves to have the house be habitable any way they knew how: 
15 Q . You mentioned that you tried to take steps to 
16 protect yourself, as well? 
17 A. Yeah, this is where we requested a one year 
18 minimum warranty. 
19 Q. Okay. So you understood then, Mr. Goodspeed, 
20 that there had been a representation that the home had 
21 not had subissues and this was installed to just add 
22 another layer of protection? 
23 A. Yeah, the MLS listing tells us there's never 
24 been any flood subwater issues and that it also insures 
25 us peace of mind that there won't be any. And then in 
1 addition, in Section 4 of this agreement, is where we 
2 mentioned builder provides a standard builder warranty 
3 for a minimum of one year. 
4 Q. Okay. Did you expect the MLS representations 
5 to be included in that warranty? 
6 A. Of course. 
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Testimony of Shawn Goodspeed, Tr. pp. 14: 15 - 15:6. (Emphasis added). Shellee Goodspeed also 
testified of her intent to inhabit the home. 
22 Q Okay, and did this MLS listing give you peace 
23 of mind about purchasing this property? 
24 A Yes, it did. 
25 Q Okay, why was that? 
1 A Well, it stated in there that were no subwater 
2 issues and that there wouldn't be any subwater issues. 
3 Q Would you please read there in that exhibit 
4 where that's found? 
5 A It's under the private info and it's also 
6 under the public info. 
7 Q Okay, so it's found in two places. 
8 A Yes. 
9 Q Okay. And you relied on these 
10 representations? 
11 A Absolutely. Why would somebody put in an MLS 
12 listing that the property had never flooded if, indeed 
13 it hadn't been flooded? Why would they put that in 
14 there. 
15 Q You intended to inhabit this house as your 
16 primary residence? 
17 A Of course, I did. 
Tr. pp. 225 :22 - 226: 17 (Emphasis added). Shellee Goodspeed also testified she was looking for a 
place to have her father live in the basement of the home and allow rooms in the basement for kids 
to live in while the kids attended college. Tr. p. 224:13-20. 
The Goodspeeds were not reluctant about the habitability of the house. They immediately 
began landscaping the yard. Tr. pp. 21: 12 - 20; 41: I 8 -23. They immediately finished the driveway. 
ld. And, perhaps most significantly, they immediately began finishing their basement. Tr. p. 41: 18 
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-23. The basement constitutes half of the living space in the house, and the Goodspeeds finished 
eighty percent (80%) of the basement with the intent of inhabiting the basement before learning of 
the recurring subwaterproblem. Tr. pp. 41 :24 - 42:15. The basement contains the furnace, the water 
heater, the pump and water softener. Tr. at p. 38:8-13. They only stopped improving the basement 
when they realized there was a sub-water problem and that it was recurring-both of which they 
learned after the purchase of the house. Tr. pp. 22:16 - 23:3; 41:24 - 42:15; 79:22 - 80:15. 
Maybe even more revealing is the Shippen's testimony regarding their understanding of the 
purpose of the residence and the effect of subwater. Mr. Shippen testified: 
16 Q Do you believe a general contractor should be 
17 aware of subwater issues? 
18 A Yes. 
19 Q And is that because subwater impedes the 
20 livability of a home? 
21 A Well, yes. There's a lot of factors involved. 
22 Q So, yes? 
23 A Yes, uh-huh. 
[ ... ] 
22 Q Okay. You understood that the Goodspeeds would 
23 be inhabiting the house as their primary residence? 
24 A Yes. 
25 Q Okay. Was there anything in the contract 
1 you're aware of that should have notified the 
2 Goodspeeds that the house was not of quality 
3 construction? 
4 A It was of quality construction. 
5 Q Is your answer, no, then? 
6 A Read the question once more. 
7 Q Sure is there anything in the contract you're 
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8 aware of that should have notified the Goodspeeds that 
9 the house was not of quality construction? 
10 A No. 
Tr. pp. 138:16 - 23; 191:22 - 192:10 
Further evidence that the parties did not agree on the disclaimer is the fact the parties in 
communicating through their Realtors never discussed a disclaimer of warranties. Randy Stoor 
testified: 
3 Q. Okay. And did you have any indication from 
4 Shawn and Shellee Goodspeed that they did not intend to 
5 inhabit this house? 
6 A. No. 
7 Q. Okay. Did you and Dave Chapple ever discuss a 
8 disclaimer of warranties as it related to this house? 
9 A. No. 
Tr. p. 112:14-17; 119:3 - 9. Jorja Shippen testified there was nothing giving the Goodspeedsnotice 
that the home would not be habitable: 
sure you've seen that talks about the seller is going 
2 to provide a standard builder's warranty. Is that 
3 correct? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. You understood that that warranty would likely 
6 cover workmanship on the property. 
7 A. Yes. 
8 Q. Okay. And is there anything that you're aware 
9 of in this contract that would notifY the Goodspeeds 
10 that this home would [not] be habitable? 
11 A. No. 
12 Q. And you understand that they intended to 
13 . inhabit this home as their primary residence. 
14 A. Yes. 
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15 Q. You're familiar with what an MLS listing is; 
16 correct? 
17 A. Yes. 
18 Q. And you understand that that is a listing that 
19 is published to the public to showcase a property; is 
20 this that correct? 
21 A. Yes. 
Tr. p. 262:1 - 2l. Additionally, if the Shippens were not concerned with whether they would be 
liable for a breach of the implied warranty of habitability, they would not have installed the leaching 
system. 
It is clear from the evidence that Section 32 was never bargained for-it was just sitting there 
inconspicuously in the form agreement commonly referred to by Realtors all over the State of Idaho 
as form RE-2l. There was no evidence that it was specifically explained to or brought to the 
attention of the Goodspeeds. 
Because the language was not bargained for and was instead inconspicuous, boilerplate 
language, Judge Anderson correctly recognized that the jury should be instructed on the standard for 
the disclaimer of an implied warranty and that the failure to do so was a failure to instruct the jury 
on the applicable law. 
As a result, this Court should affirm the decision of the trial court. 
B. The Proposed Jury Instruction Was Not Covered by Other Jury Instructions. 
A jury instruction may be given if it is not addressed by other jury instructions. Craig 
Johnson Canst., L.L.C, 142 Idaho at 800, 134 P.3d at 65l. However, it is apparent from the record 
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that the jury instructions actually given to the jury do nothing to instruct the jury regarding the 
disclaimer ofa warranty. Jury Instructions 15 through 21 address the breach of an express warranty. 
Nothing in these instructions address the disclaimer of a warranty. Jury Instructions 22 and 23 are 
the only instructions regarding the implied warranty of habitability. These instructions only discuss 
the rise of the implied warranty and damages related thereto. They do not address the critical 
requirements for the disclaimer of this implied warranty. For this reason, Respondents submitted 
their Proposed Jury Instruction No. 34. See R. Vol. III, p. 721. 
Even if this Court were to construe that some language in Jury Instructions 15 through 21 
may somehow be instructive to the jury on the disclaimer of a warranty, as explained above, as a 
matter of public policy for consumer protection, the standard for disclaiming an implied warranty 
of habitability is different than other disclaimers and should be treated independently and fully 
explained to the jury. 
Accordingly, this Court should affirm the decision of the trial court where the omitted jury 
instruction was not covered by other instructions. 
C. The Proposed Jury Instruction Was Supported by the Facts of the Case. 
A proposed jury instruction must be supported by the facts of the case. Craig Johnson 
Const., 142 Idaho at 800,134 P.3d at 651. In the interest of not repeating the arguments and evidence 
already presented at length, Respondents will briet1y outline the facts that support the need for 
Proposed Jury Instruction No. 34: 
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• The Purchase and Sale Agreement was a boilerplate agreement. Tr. pp. 13 :20 - 14:2; 
99:21-25; 117:24 -118:10; 125:18-25; R. Ex. 49 Tr. pp. 22:19 - 23:4 and 23:9-13; 
R. Vol. IV p. 933. 
• Provision 32 did not expressly state that an "implied" warranty or the "implied 
warranty of habitability" is disclaimed. R. Ex. 3, p. 7. 
• Provision 32 was not conspicuous, but instead is identical in format to all the prior 
and following provisions of the agreement. R. Ex. 3. 
While the Goodspeeds signed the agreement and reviewed it with their realtor, no 
evidence exists that provision 32 was specifically brought to the Goodspeeds' 
attention. Tr. pp. 73:18 -76:11; 126:4 - 128:12. 
• The parties never discussed a disclaimer in the contract. Tr. pp. 112: 14-17; 119:3-9; 
262:8-11. 
• The Goodspeeds intended to inhabit the house. Tr. pp. 13:l3-15; 14:15 - 15:6; 
15:11-20; 21:12-20; 38:8-13; 41:18-23; 41:24-42:15; 104:5-105:6; 119:3-9; 
225:22 - 226:17. 
• The Shippens intended for the Goodspeeds to inhabit the house. R. Ex. 1, 138: 16-23; 
191:22 - 192:10; 262:1 - 21. 
The Shippens represented in the MLS the home would be protected against sub-water 
to giver the buyer peace of mind and the MLS was never amended to imply 
otherwise. R. Ex. 1, R. Ex. 49 Tr. pp. 10: 1-17; 10:24-11:22; 117: 17-20; 263:21-25. 
• The Goodspeeds were not told of the flooding until after the fact of purchase. Tr. pp. 
20:11-19;64:15-17; 65:23-66:4; 84:14-18;87:8-21; 102:17-23; 112:5-8; 1l3: 16-
20; 133:25 - l34:2; 226: 18 - 227:3. 8 
8 Robert Shippen disputes this point, claiming he notified the Goodspeeds of the sub-water during one of 
the walkthroughs. Notably this standard does not require the facts to be undisputed, simply that there be facts to support 
the instruction. The jury is charged with weighing the evidence ultimately deciding the outcome. Regardless, this does 
not change the fact the jury should have been given the proper instruction on the law to analyze whether in light of the 
evidence the implied warranty of habitability was disclaimed. The trial judge has broad discretion in making this 
detennination. 
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• The habitability of the house was impaired by the intrusion of water. R. Exs. 5a-f 
(Photographs), R. Ex. 6 (DVD), Tr. R. pp. 23:25 - 28:25; 33: 19 - 35:14; 36:3 - 38: 13; 
83:1-15; 227:25 - 242:14; 
• The Goodspeeds stopped improving the home because of the impediment to its 
habitability. Tr. p. 42: 16-22. 
• The implied warranty of habitability was not simply a one year warranty. Tr. p. 82: 1-
14. 
As shown in summary here and above, where facts support the issues raised by the law 
contained in the jury instruction, it should have been presented for the jury to consider in 
deliberations. Failure to instruct the jury on the law regarding the disclaimer in this case was 
prejudicial to the Goodspeeds. Judge Anderson correctly recognized this and correctly granted anew 
trial. This Court should therefore affirm the action of the trial court. 
D. Where the Proposed Jury Instruction Was Correct Statement of the Law, it 
Was Error to Exclude it and a New Trial is Appropriate. 
A requested jury instruction must be given if it is supported by any reasonable view of the 
evidence. Bailey, 139 Idaho at 750,86 P.3d at 464. The trial court also recognized "[w]hen ajury 
verdict is rendered on the basis of incorrect instructions, the appropriate remedy is the granting of 
a new trial." Walton, 116 Idaho at 897, 781 P.2d at 294. Respondents hereby reincorporate their 
argument presented in Section II (A) (1 - 3) of this memorandum in support ofthe fact that proposed 
Jury Instruction No. 34 is in fact a correct statement of the law in the State ofIdaho. To disclaim 
a warranty, not only must a disclaimer exist, but it must also be conspicuous to the buyer, not just 
mere boilerplate language, and that the disclaimer must in fact be the agreement of the parties. This 
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disclaimer must be obtained with difficultly and be construed against the builder. Accordingly, the 
jury instruction should have been given and a new trial is appropriate. 
III. THE DISTRICT COURT REACHED ITS DECISION BY AN EXERCISE OF 
REASON. 
The final element that this Court must evaluate under the standard of review is that of 
whether the District Judge reached his decision through an exercise of reason. Sheridan, 135 Idaho 
at 780, 25 P.3d at 93. Given the foregoing explanation, and in light of the law and facts, Judge 
Anderson did not merely hold that a new trial was necessary without further analysis. Instead he 
held, after considering all the facts and having considered the applicable law, that the alleged 
disclaimer was a boilerplate, inconspicuous disclaimer where "it is not in bold face type, large text, 
or capital letters. There are no symbols or other marks that set it apart from the surrounding text. 
And, it appears among other boilerplate at the end of the Agreement." R. Vol. IV, p. 933. The court 
further reasoned: 
[I]t is possible the jury determined the implied warranty of 
habitability was not breached because it had been disclaimed by 
Goodspeeds. Therefore, the jury should have been instructed on how 
to determine ifthe implied warranty of habitability had been waived. 
[ ... ]. This Court cannot rule out the possibility that the proposed 
jury instruction may have provided needed guidance to the jury 
regarding the existence and/or waiver of the implied warranty of 
habitability. Failure to give the instruction may have been prejudicial 
to Goodspeeds. 
Id. Therefore, the trial judge recognized under Walton, supra that the failure to properly instruct the 
jury was grounds for a new trial and correctly granted a new trial. His decision should be affirmed. 
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ATTORNEYS FEES ON APPEAL 
I. APPELLANTS' REQUESTS FOR FEES SHOULD BE DENIED. 
A. The Request for Costs Attorneys Fees at the Trial Level Was Properly Denied. 
The issue of attorneys fees below is improperly before this Court. Appellants' request for 
attorneys fees at the trial level below fails to recognize the trial court's decision as it relates to 
granting a new trial regarding the warranty of habitability. While Appellants point to law and 
contract provisions allegedly allowing attorneys fees and costs to the prevailing party, Appellants 
fail to recognize they have not prevailed. 
Further, the agreement states that it relates to "legal action[ s] or proceeding[ s] which are in 
any way connected with the Agreement." R. Ex. "3". Appellants themselves argue the contract 
disclaims any implied warranties. Appellants would therefore have to concede that the contractual 
issues have not been resolved. 
Further the prevailing party determination is within the sound discretion of the trial court. 
Idaho R. Civ. P. 54(d)(l)(A) and (B). "Where [ ... ] there are claims [ ... ], the mere fact that a 
party is successful in asserting or defeating a single claim does not mandate an award of fees to the 
prevailing party on that claim. The rule does not require that. It mandates an award of fees only to 
the party or parties who prevail 'in the action.'" Chenery v. Agri-Lines Corp., 106 Idaho 687, 693, 
682 P.2d 640,646 (Ct. App. 1984). Citing Idaho R. Civ. P. 54(d)(l)(B). So just because a party 
prevails on one, three, or even seven of the claims in the action, that party may still not be considered 
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the prevailing party. 
Judge Anderson correctly used his sound discretion in recognizing this principle: 
Plaintiffs are entitled to a new trial on one of the numerous causes of 
action that were originally tried. Nevertheless, Plaintiffs could obtain 
the relief they seek-and ultimately become the prevailing party-if 
they successfully prove a breach of the warranty of habitability. 
Accordingly, it would be premature for this Court to issue a decision 
either granting or denying Defendants' motion for attorneys fees and 
costs. 
R. Vol. IV, p. 957. 
Appellants cite to Johnson v. McPhee as authority that this Court has the authority to grant 
fees under 12-120(3) provided the party prevails on the commercial transaction. Johnson v. McPhee, 
147 Idaho 455, 470, 210 P.3d 563, 578 eCt. App. 2009). That case did not involve an implied 
warranty of habitability and dealt instead with separate claims of negligence and a commercial 
transaction related to a real estate agent's representation of a developer. Id. However, if the 
purchase and sale of a personal residence is recognized as a commercial transaction, surely the 
warranties, express or implied, that stream from the purchase would also be part of the commercial 
transaction. Therefore, where Respondents may still ultimately prevail at trial on the warranty of 
habitability, an award of fees is improper on appeal. Because Appellants are not the prevailing party 
below, their request for fees and costs should be denied. 
B. Appellants' Request for Costs and Attorneys Fees on Appeal Should Also Be 
Denied. 
An award offees is improper on appeal where the appellants do not prevail. See Idaho Code 
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§ 12-121 and I.AR. 40 and 41. Given the trial court's broad discretion and the record that supports 
the trial court's decision, Appellants should not prevail in this action. 
Regarding I.e. § 12-121, any request for fees must be brought pursuant to Idaho R. Civ. P. 
54( e)(1) which states: "attorneys fees under section 12-121, Idaho Code, may be awarded by the 
court only when it finds, from the facts presented to it, that the case was brought, pursued or 
defended frivolously, unreasonably, or without foundation." See also Sammis v. MagneTek, Inc., 
130 Idaho 342, 354, 941 P.2d 314, 326 (1997) (denying a request for fees where the position on the 
appeal was not unreasonable or frivolous). For the aforementioned reasons contained in this 
Response, Respondents' arguments are well reasoned and based upon well established principals of 
law. 
Regarding I.A.R. 40, again, Appellants must prevail to be granted their costs. 
Furthermore, the standard for the award of attorneys fees pursuant to LAR. 40 is the same 
or similar to that ofLC. § 12-121: "an award of attorneys fees on appeal may be granted under I.C. 
§ 12-121 and LAR. 41 to the prevailing party when this Court is left with the abiding beliefthat the 
appeal has been brought or defended frivolously, unreasonably, or without foundation." Beale v. 
Speck, 127 Idaho 521, 539, 903 P.2d 110, 128 (1995). Again, for the aforementioned reasons, 
Respondents defenses are well reasoned and supported by the aforementioned authorities. 
Appellants should be denied their requests for costs and fees. 
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II. RESPONDENTS SHOULD BE GRANTED THEIR FEES AND COSTS ON APPEAL. 
Respondents request their attorneys fees and costs in responding to this appeal pursuant to 
I.C. § 12-121, Idaho R. Civ. P. 54(d) and (e), and LA.R. 40 and 4l. 
Pursuant to I.A.R. 40, costs are allowed as a matter of course to the prevailing party unless 
otherwise provided by law or order of the court. Beale, 127 Idaho at 539,903 P.2d at 128. 
As it relates to attorneys fees, the Shippens' appeal has been brought frivolously, 
umeasonably, and/or without foundation. See Beale, supra. Further, Respondents are entitled to an 
award of attorneys fees where appellants request the appellate court to do no more than second guess 
the trial court on conflicting evidence. Blaser v. Cameron, 121 Idaho 1012, 1018, 829 P .2d 1361, 
1367 (1991). 
In this case, Appellants' position is contrary to the clear legal authority presented above. The 
plain appearance of Section 32 is obviously inconspicuous, where it matches all the other language 
in the contract. Plaintiffs have only addressed the content of the wananty (which incidentally does 
not expressly disclaim the implied warranty of habitability) but fail to address how the language 
itself is conspicuous or was actually the intent and agreement of the parties. The authority above 
clearly suggests that conspicuous means more thanjust including the disclaimer language. The clear 
evidence before this Court shows that the language was a boilerplate agreement used by real estate 
agents all over the State of Idaho. Appellants further misrepresent to this Court that Section 32 
specifically was brought to the Goodspeed's attention or explained to the Goodspeeds. Judge 
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Anderson recognized this misrepresentation of fact and granted a new trial. Appellants instead ask 
this Court to exercise its discretion and stand in the place of the trial court. Accordingly, this Court 
should likewise deny this appeal and grant Plaintiffs' attorneys fees and costs in defending this 
appeal. 
CONCLUSION 
F or the foregoing reasons, Respondents, Shawn and Shellee Goodspeed, respectfully request 
this Court deny this appeal and remand this case to the trial court for a new trial, consistent with the 
trial court's memorandum decision. Respondents further request their attorneys fees and costs in 
responding to this appeal. 
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Respectfully submitted this I ~ day of March, 2012. 
NELSON HALL PARRY TUCKER, P.A. 
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PLAINTIFFS' EXHIBIT "1" 
PLAINTIFFS' EXHIBIT "1" 
r 
MLS #: RR141140A (Active) List Price: $278,700 319 N 3709 E RIGBY, 10 83442 
~~rr:::;~~}~~ Y'~~.~. -. _.- -.' 
" .. " 
. . -c; DA YS ON MARKET: 308 
STYI-E: 1 Story 
UNIT#: 
COUNTY: Jefferson 
SUB AREA: OTHER TOTAL BEDROOMS: 3 
TOTAL BATHS: 2 
TOTAL HALF BA THS: 0 
APX YEAR BUlL T: 2006 
SUBDIVISION: WOODHAVEN CREEK 
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL: Jefferson 251EL 
!.ffDDLE SCHOOL: MIDWAY 251JH 
, -. APX TOTAL SOFT: 4288 
~~-- GARAGE # STALLSITYPE: 3 Stalls. 
~ Atlached 
HIGH SCHOOL: RIGBY 251HS 
ZONING-GENERAL: RES-SINGLE FAMILY 
ZONING-SPECIFIC: JC-RESIDENTIAL 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION: LOT 7 BLK 2 WOODHAVEN CREEK ESTATES 
LOT SIZE (APX SOFT): APX ACREAGE: 1 FRONTAGE: DEPTH: FLOOD PLAIN: N 
TOPO: 
LOCATION: 
PRCL #: TAXES: TBD TAX YR: 2006 CBEXMPT: N 
HO EXEMPT: N ASSOC FEE $: ASSOCIA TION FEE INCLUDES: 
SqFt: #Bdrms: #FB: #HB: #Fam: #Lvg: #Kit: #FrmIDng: #Den/Ofc: #Lndry: 
Upper: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Main: 2144 3 2 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 
Lower: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Bsmnt: 2144 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ABV GRADE SOFT: 2144 
#WNDWPNS: FRM TYPE: 
BLW GRADE SOFT: 2144 
AVG ELEC: 
% BASEMENT FIN: 0 
AVG GAS: AVG HEAT: 
CONSTRUCTION/STATUS: Frame, New-Complete 
EXTERIOR-PRIMARY: Stone, Stucco 
EXTERIOR-SECONDARY: 
HEAT SOURCElTYPE: Gas. Forced Air 
AIR CONDITIONING: None 
FOUNDA TlON: 
ROOF: Composition 
WA TER: Well-Private 
SEWER: Private Septic 
IRRIGA nON: None 
PROVIDER/OTHER INFO: Rocky Mountain Power . 220 Volt 
Plug-In(s). Breaker(s) 
BASEMENT: Unfinished, Walk-Out 
OTHER ROOMS: 
INCLUSIONS: RANGE. MICROWAVE. DISHWASHER 
EXCLUSIONS: TOOLS. PERSONAL PROPERTY 
LAUNDRY: Main Level 
APPLIANCES INCLUDED: Range/Oven-Electric, Water 
Heater-Gas. Microwave, Garbage Disposal, Dishwasher 
RREPLACE: 
INTERIOR FEA TURES: 
EXTERIOR FEA TURES: 
PA TID/DECK: 
FENCE TYPE/INFO: 
LANDSCAPING: 
VIEW: 
DRIVEWA Y TYPE: 
#Frplc : 
0 
0 
0 
J 
';! 
PUBLIC INFO: GREAT FLOOR PLAN WITH LOTS OF SPACE! LOCATED IN WOODHAVEN CREEK ESTATES ON JUST OVER AN 
ACRE AND WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE TO TWO SCHOOLSTHIS HOME WILL FEATURE A WALKOUT BASEMENT. WRAP 
AROUND DECKING. A LARGE 3-CAR GARAGE. KNOTTY-ALDER OR MAPLE CABINETS (YOUR CHOICE). TILED ENTRY WAYS 
AND KITCHEN AND SO MUCH MORE. THE LIVING ROOM IN THE BASEMENT WILL BE FINISHED GIVING THE HOME NEARLY 
2600 FINISHED SQUARE FOOTAGE. AND HALF OF THE BASEMENT LEFT TO FINISH FOR ADDITIONAL BEDROOMS AND ONE 
MORE BATH. HOME WILL HAVE A TOTAL OF NEARLY 4290 SQ FT. DEFINITELY A GREAT BUY IN RIGBY. »THERE HAS BEEN 
CONCERN ABOUT SUB WATER IN JEFFERSON COUNTY, HOWEVER iHIS HOME HAS NOT HAD SUB ISSUES AND TO GIVE / 
BUYER PIECE OF MIND BUILDER WILL INSTALL A LEACHING SYSTEM AROUND HOME AND PROVIDE 1 YEAR WARRANTY ON 
CDNSTRUCTIOW· 
PRIVA TE INFO: There has been some concern about sub water in Jefferson County. This particular home has never had sub issues but j 
to give the buyer peace of mind the builder is going to install a leaching system with a drainage field from the east side to the west side of . 
the home to prevent the possibility of there every being any sub issues. 
DIRECTIONS: HEADING WEST ON HWY 48 TRN RT ON 3700 E TRN RT INTO WOODHAVEN CREEK ESTATES HOME IS ON 
LEFT LOOK FOR SIGN 
OWNER NAME: Marriott OCCUPANT/CONTACT PRIMARY PHONE: 
OCc/CNTCr NM: AL T PHN1: AL T PHN2: 
CNTRTYPE: ERS SA COMP: 3 NAGTOFFR: 3 DUAUVAR: No AGTBONUS: MIN COMM: 
KEYSXTYPE: INFRARED KEYBXTfME: KEYLOCA TN: LOCKBOX FXR UPPR: No 
BUILDER: SIGN: Yes AGENT OWNED: No BUYER EXCLUSIONS: No 
SHOWING INSTRUCTIONS: Lockbox Vacant POSSESSION: 
POSSESSION: 
TERMS: Cash. Conventional . FHA. IHFA PENDING DA TE: 
LIST DATE: 8/10/2006 EXPIRE DATE: 7/30/2007 DISPLA Y ON INTERNET: Yes 
PLAINTIFF'S 
EXHIBIT 
.1 
r 
CO-LIST OFFICE: 
Listing Office: W in Star Real ty (#:3046) 
Office Phone: (208) 529-8888 
CO-LIST AGENT: 
Listing Agent: Dave Chapple (#:8240) 
Agent Phone: (208) 351 -9951 
Agent Email: ~.QI£~@h_O!rn3-'L com 
-------------- Information Herein Deemed Reliable but Not Guaranteed --------------
PLAINTIFFS' EXHIBIT "3" 
PLAINTIFFS' EXHIBIT "3" 
VQI LOI ~VV I MUN L:J:::>~ l<'A)[ 18Q17737~52 Smithll#142 
RE-21 REAL ESTATE PURCHAS~ AND SALE AGREEMENT 
THIS IS A LEGALLY 81NDING CONTRACT. READ THE ENTIRE DQCUM!;;NT INCLUDING ANY ATTAQ-iMENTS, IF YDU 
HAVE ANY QUESTIONS, CONSULT YOUR AnORIfEY ANDIOR ACCOUNTANT BEFORE SIGNING. 
IDtI 240511 sa DATE .lIm!': 16 2007 
I;lj005f012 
USTING AGENCY.=..W-'-'i"'-'o=S=ta=r...!.R=e=8='''''ty ___________ Office Phooo I: 208-529d3888 FlU # ________ _ 
UGIhg~t DLwe Chappl~ E-Mau _____________ -'-___ Phcna It 208-361-9951 
SELUNG AGENCY Coldwefl BanKer Eagle RocK Dffice Ph~ # 208-52946fi3 fB)( If 208-523-D2Q2 
SeJllng Aoanl Randy Stoor E-MEd randY$@realestate-eastidaho.com PhoilB # .2illL-Q89-4162 
OR Legal D .... criplbn F>."""hed B3 oodendum ;;. -'-'Dl""AJ.-______ (Md"odum mWlt acrotnpany original ~t,) 
2. $ ** ....... 772.000 00 PURCHASE PRICE: Two hundred S!3Y§IDly two thousand 
JUlYlIDle upon the IoIlowing TERMS AND CON:DITIOl'fS (nollni;llRlIOjj clo:>fng coot:. ) ; 
1. FINA!olCIAL TERMS: Notq! A+C+D+c mud add up to Intal purciuiJl.@ pf"lCG. 
k Estates ___ _ 
DOlLARS, 
:s • .. ·o.2,50Q 00 IAl-IEARNe:sT MO!'~; BUYER hsrnbrdop0911b lwo thQuliand fIVe hundrxct. . DOLlARS a. 
El'rtl<lSt Money fflIdancOO by: 0 croll Qiilporsona{ ohE>CI; 0 coohlec'!I cJ\ecloc 0 note (du9 dew): -'-'NuA"---:----:_---:~-__:_-:-:-_--:-:-_-:--:­
DOIh..- NA "!'Ill" fe<:elpl fg hereby acknOWledged. Eamtlst Money!O be OOP¢$Itad 
In lrust acca.mt Dupoll recelpt. or J&! upo<1 ()CtXIptaru;(j by 311 partlBJ: and shan be hekl by; 0 UGU(lfj Broker M 3e1~f"I\1 Broket 
o cthar NA for the benefit oIlile pMioo h;)rslo. Tim res:ponl!Jbla Broker ahall 00 Jay WebblColrjweli RMoor Eagle Rock 
(E'J). ALl. CMH OffER;~NO 0 YE6 Ifthl$ fa an I'll ~"h offer do nol compl .. 'e 1lM>$ ~ throufilh (ii, till blmh wIth 
'V (ZERO.) If CASH OfFER. BUYER'S oaWQATIOH TO CLOSE SHALL "'OT BE SuaJl?CT TO AfN fiNANCIAL CONTINGENCY, 
BUYER agr&e$ to provide SELLER within NA b\.l$I" ..... daY" from 1ha date of OCUlptNIce of this agroement by ",II ~rlla~. avitleoce of 
aufficJoot funds andIor prClCe:edll n~&ary to dosa trlinaactloo. ACC<llPt<lbI~ docume!1!a!ioo IIlCltll;les, bull!; no! Ilrnlffid 10, a copy of a rncoot bank or 
fl j\)nc!<ll :$tal$rruW or o:mlrad{:s) lor tM 90.1& of BUYER'S ClJrrent resldencs 01" Olher propony to be sold. 
$ ,..,.... (C). tarn LOAN PROCEEDS: This. Agroomenl is conIhgoot upon BUYER ooealn~!hE> fcllowIOjj !in§l1cit'l\l: 
AR~H' !.O.lN 01 $ .' , ..................... 217 600 00 no! InclutfJllil ~ge I~ucanc .. through U FHA. 0 VA. .is.CONVENTIONAl. 0 iliFA:-
RURAL DEVELOPMENT. 0 OTHER NA wHb interest not to "'~ 7.0 'l:'. fer a JXlrlcd of~ year(a) at ~Fbred Rate 
n OIhw NA BUYER etu:dl pay no rntlIl! than ~poinl(~) pkse onlJlnaUon lee If any. S€LLER shall pay 00 more IilM ~palnt(S). 
Any rod\lctloo m points shall fimt l:ICCrlJe tl) Ih$ benefit of the 0 BUYER U SElL!;R 0 DMdrtd EqullJly l8{NlA 
n SECOND l..OAN Df$ ........ ..,. ...... 0.00 w1thinteresl notlO&xcoodNA % fora period of~ ~r{~)<§!: OF~ed Rata 
o Ohet NA BUYER ,.hall pay no n'lOOl thetl~polnl{!l) plus origll"lallon fst! If any. SE~ &h;ll pay no mora Ihan~pdn!(i). My 
reduaJQ;\ In pc;iot& Shall first accrue to the bellei'll of too U BUYER 0 SELLER 0 Dh.i:Ied Equaly ~ NJA. 
s-. I..OAH APPLICA.TION:BUYER Mh<1S applied 0 ~h"'l apply for such I<W'l{Q) wUhln..bIA.... buSiOOM da)'{B) of SELLER'S acceptancu. Wllhlo ~ 
buslns&s days 01 finel accaplancu o( all l1u,1I"". BUYER 80reu to furntl'lh SELLeR with It _JUan conflrmstltlon lIhowlog lomlolr IIpprQvl!i or 
~II nlPOrt.lneoma VltrlHcaliOll.IiGtbt ntkl& In a manhlU' 3~Ptllllt to tht sar..I!R.{!Slaad IR.Ibject only to l!..1Itlshtctory 8ppn!!u/ li\nd flnollllOOQr 
und_ltlng.lf such wrflten conflrm91iOO i$ nOI ~Ivt.d by SEu.ER(S) wiUlin the ttli;llll"rn:l <lnOHe><!. SELLER(S) may 9\ thell opuoo canc61 this 
a~oot by lIoUl')'lna eUYER{S) in YI'li6n£l ri $udl cal\C(lH~Uon wlthln .2...-bv!>iOO$$ tby{&) Wer 'Mitten Cl:>'lflfl1UtlJon wa"J reqv~. If SELLER d= 
nct c..oceI wllhlo Ihe slrtd UI'll8 pllriad lIpeclfle:j fl~ !let fo<1h hes-eio. SELlER shall be doomed IQ ~ o.ccspted :suCh wrilWl c;ooflrma:tioo of 1$<Ie! .... "Pproval 
and 0l\alI ~ d~ 10 h_ ~ I<> prCt!a9d wfIh 1hg.1ra""e<:tion, S~LLER'S ~ 5haO not 00 unreasDflably wilhhald. If lin IlPpr1l.1slI11s rlllqulrl!d 
by lender. ilia prDjHrty m\l4t Appra1M' lilt flolma than pul'Cbl!H price or BUYER'S EElm~t Mp/\ey may be Tl'Itum~ litf BUYER'S leqtJosL 8(JYER 
mayalS<') I1PPIy for B lOan wI!h dlfflJr'9nl condJtkms BlIa C(}~IS &:11C! cl<»e .lranSllcrlon proltlriuo all otner (9rrmr lIDa c;cm<fit!o1'l5 of lhIlI Agl'"iHlrrnn1f (fl'!;l 
{uKflTosd. ,wd thr mw loan doos not ncre.~e ~ (;0$($ or ~ulremrmfs to the SB..L'ER 
FHA I Y A.:. If eppllcal>l&, It I. ~S$$ly ag~ IhaI. notwIlhslllm:lina any OU1oc PfO\>'IIlIqt~ of Ihilf contract, 6UYER .. hall nol ~ oOli9~u;.::t to oomplo1.e th\) 
PUfC~ oi !he proporly dcnJcrlbod herein or to lnC1.lf any pot\alty or forfelbJre of Eerm.)$\ MQn(l)' de;p;xlts <>r olti~~ .. u,,1e&s BUYER has:; boon g!ven In 
l>OOl)(d:mc:" with HIJD~"'A or VA requirements a writ",n $t;)l$om8r\1 by the Fedaml HouaU\q Commif,slonar. Veteran& Admlnislralion 01 a On,ct 
Ertdlnement lender sertJna forth t/l1j l1Ipprnl~ecl value oi tOO prq;,arty of not I&SS than the l!.Bies pcice as stated In the conln.!Cl SELLER /lIt1'W:i 10 rmr foos 
required by FHA or VA. 
S ,*-"'0 00 (0), ADDITIONAL FINANCfAL TERMS: 
8 Addilll.1ftaJ finatlcbl! ieI"!M are &pec!f1ed tindEr !he haadinv "OTHER TERMS AND/OR CONDITIONS' (Soclion 4). AddiHooel Mnmclal \$m$ aI"& c:oolilned In II FINANCING AO\;)ftiPUM of eame <:lata. a.ttachlXl heretO. s\gr.1Id by bolt\ P1'rUtrs. 
$ ...... ·oj ,900 OO~. APPROXIMA.TE ruNDS DUE FROM BUYERS 1\ T CLOSWNG (NQt Including clO$ing cosu;: CaUl at c!o .. ln\J 
10 be paid by BUYER at cle&ln; In CoOOD FUNDS. InclucJes: c,u,.h. el.ctronlc traruaf .. r funds, artlh.d ch9ck or cash hH"e c::.hKk. .I:!2I.!i:. Jf IIny 
or eroV8 Io,m. b!l/I>g Asswl'l&a f>r 1&/<lIn ·80~et to', Imy nat riiffort>t)cotJ; ~n tin> /ilPproximata f:l.6lllr'lCeS and tlH1 /3c/lisl /xilafl/;II c:>( :utl /oanes) 
SM' be lJdjUslftcf at c.bijo)~ (>3CTOW fa:J;rh ~Oitcr. Certified Check -
Stil"ER'S Inillale ( "Ie - (;- SELLER'S Inl!l.al& ( ___ X ___ ) D3l.e ____ _ 
1:lIIi>O ............ 1I"" or f'E"l..~ In:. 1lb 'am __ """'ll'1<>I ...... n~" ~ """ _ ..... bytul _ ~cJtnal. """ "" mMnllln 0( IN> 
N,,1larut A1I:s.:ldAlioII oILll:)RSC). !,ISE 1!.1" /IX'( OntER I'SU1-OIIIa /'ItOHIllfTtO. ~h! kiP..., !.£0b0!.ii;><, of REAL T'Of{~ OI.!. "H /I:.t>'.$ ..... ......,. 
~.z1 ~tlEim>J. ptlRCMA$£ AND SALE ,t.GRE.EJ.u;tf1" fWZE 1 Cl5 o/lJI1. 2m ED!ID1'i 
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S~A!.la11 ...&Indy Stoor 
2.. $ ........... ··2Z2..,OQO OQPURCHASE PRICE: Two bund~d seventy !WQ lOOusaod 
Jl<l17bfe UpoA lho la11"""lr\Q TERUS ANtI COIiDrr!0W3 {f1<>(/ncludlng clol:lfIQ C01iU;}: 
~ ______ OOl..LA.RS, 
3, FINANClAL TfRlIIS: Noll!: M~-O-{}+E mu:!li add up to total p~ prlC9, 
...... u2.50Q1)QIAl· ~>Ult5T MONEY! aU'(ffi hl!rnby d~l!g :fy@ thous.and fwe hundred DOLLARS an 
EamC>$1 MOiWf ~ iry': 0<=11 ~!lI'a"""" c'Wck 0 c:asn""'~ drock 0 nota (duG< da~): .....LN:l,jA=--,-_~_,~ __ 7'C' __ "7"'-,-__ _ 
o cth« NA aM It ~t 15 heroby acknOl'l\edued. EllmMI MOOIIj 10 00 oopcm{lad 
In ~l &aOU/\1 Dupoo """,lpl or H upon /l'CC.eplal1~~ by AI r><l<fl_ aryJ ~hell bo hok! Py: '0 U;tinll19rol'mr)( S-'ng. Broker 
OdlhN NA (or ttlQ bcMr.t l>f lhE>p",,-jJaa het-ew. Tn .. ' .... p<mslhla &Ok", "hall b<>~_p flaMer Eag!e aDck ' 
(S}, A!..I- C;"",H OFF=MNO 0 YES If iht& Is !!In 1111 CllIflI'i offer do M1 ea .... plJ;it.e 11 .... 1$ 32 througn 1'\1. flU blanlcJl wllh 
-0' «:ERtl.) IF CASH Of'FER, SINER's O!!L1GATIOlI! TO ClOSE SHAU OOT BE SU5.ll:!CT TO turr FIl'fF<1'iGlAL COI>lTl/'{GEWC'(. 
EllJYEft "'Il""l{;c (0 ptol.lrl" SELLER with., NA busl"""" d;ay& rfQm th .. ¢..te <>f ""c"Planee c>! lhl$ uw-mo"t by~» pM'1i"'" 0Yi~ <If 
allff;;';';'l1{ flJllds. eoGtor pro=t><b nll'C""~ry t-c Closs tmli<Ml:!1On. I'Iccep!:ot>le tIocufTlOO\atloo Inclu~. DtJt is. no! limited M. OJ collY of ~ rn:~()1 OO~ ()( 
flllllllClIlI slIllOO'lor>! on;>;lnllst:t(~) fodhe ~ of au \"ER'S currool f(>31 ~ or (J{her propr.rty 10 1m a old. 
.os fC). NEW LOAN PROCEEDS: T'hI5 Agroemmt Is C(>lllif1QI:f1i vpoo BUYER ob~ Ul'llo1lO<w!rrIJ ~g: --'~A~~J;<L'<::OA.NUfr.:"-of"!··J; ...... ..,........,.·211.60000 I'I<')l ;I"(:lv(j!ng mrrtJ;pgB insurnnca. Uu<JUgt> 0 FHA. 0 VA, J2lIlCONVENTIONAL. 0 IHfA. 
RURAL DEVELOP Mt:NT. 0 OTHER .NA ",In inta.-t:')ll'lQl;tt>e.rcooQ 7 0 % fl){' a period ol....3.D........:r-i"l at ~Flxed fClte 
o Othoi ..Nil! OO'r'f!:R ainU p"y no tnarft lh2n.db.»oot{Q) rlu" orlglraHon re" II ooy, SELLER .mall pay no more 111m .. ::lb_,Jxllnl{s). 
My rMuc~ Ih!>Olnb:o "".tl nnrl<>Ot1'UI) \0 tho ben"f\t olIN: 0 BUYER 0 SELLER 0 DMd6<1 Equrnily ).(WA. 
OSISCOIm LOAN of l ......... uu·O 00 with inlllN!;$1 not to 6X~_% farapBrlod of~ yaaria)at: Ofb:e-o R&e 
o other bIA BUYER $hall pay IV:( IOOI&!I'W\ ..NA...-p~iol{';lJ?lut ongirmuDr) fDo if any, 5E4:::§Jt m;)ll p::.Y nQ rfJol1llhanJ:1.Ei......JXlInl(e}. My 
rvdtx;UQfl in pel"", .;n"'l 0,,1 :><:;CfU& 10 II><:> b€ll'1efl. ol!he U BLJVI::R U $EUER 0 OJv;Oed Equally ~ NfA. 
lOAN AWUCATIOlt.--evYffiMtJlit llPpl\OOO~""'ll£>1lP1yron"Jcn l~eJwMln..bl8.....!.xJsj.--t dey($) of SElLER'S ;lC~, WI1hlrl ..5.-
0",,10""" ¢:ayt or filKlI9CCE>;)h",,, .. Ql' ulf pSJ'tklll, BUYER agrl>e!l \0 fUf",lsn SELLER with" ",rllt"" confirm4tlon .. howlnll "'ntler ~ppr<>VI>I .,r 
t:l'1I;dll nPlll1.lnc:oma wrtl\c>i/)(JIl, dabl rJrt~ In • ...."".- Ilt::OOj:ltllnr. to 'lhe SELLElt/SI and,,~ onI)! to ~r....tsctl:ll')llOjlpl':O~al "nd i1"all~r 
un,untsrttlnlJ, II C\uch I!#fillrlll <;cnllm1\rll(>(l i<I not I"EICe1ve4 by SELLER(S} ..,,;thln lhit tInct tlm6 lIlIOItet!. SELLE'.R(S) may allhltir o!>tlon C<\ocol th~ 
ag~1 by l1<1if)inll BUYER(S) Ie. v.rri1ing of $\Kh cancelil'lUC(1 ..... lthln.2.......... buslntli:u a"'rl~J attot \.\rri!:Il'>(! con!'''11'Io1ia.n WB:J r<Q!.iir~ If SEllER ~ 
net c:ooceI wi7lln t10 "t;ict ltn6 perl<x1~.od ~ tellortl'l hflMin, SEU.E:R,.haI bE> ~ to htrve l!iCCl:IPted !Ouch wrl!:1ert cJ;)llfr'7'::'JO:-I of !~aiP~ 
and lI~1 bllode.emod In """'= deds<llo!>~ wlfit lh<lIr.iltUIIdJon, SEl..ll;R.'S appt"O\l'llJ !J.h:tll not 00 Ull<'t:<l1lot>Mly .nhhGid.If.", "PP'"I"",Ila! r""lrJIIl'>91t 
by 1.a!td.r,U. .. prr:>p'l'fty pI,,"1 i>pp~ iii noll .. _ than p"'tc1IlIWt pra::. or SUYER'8 Ear~l'!St Mant!'j I'I'!~ 00 .... 1u1'n<:ld Irt BUYER'$ rt:llu~ 8UYBt 
l'rlflf'/ bi!a) IlPply f'c>r $/01>" with r:ilm>rtmf wndl!foM and C<:1SfS ana cJos~ lransactian providod IiIR oCher Iflrm'" lUld condIfiom Qf /hi'; A{l/1'l1nmnl CI(D 
ff18f6d. IIJ'J4 /hit! n .... !.;utn do<J,:; rlol frlc:tT1_ (h(j cast:r or hK[tIfft!cr'>M1:Jj to I!$ Sf!U.£l:R 
FHA/VA:. If ~ II is ~I)f fIQ"""'; Ihttl ~Io>ndlrv ""Y oIher p""";"l00~ or this c.oritra<:t. atJ'r'l':R sfTall ,,01 00 obllgslOO W C'~mp"'\J!.!he 
p~ or !be propel1y deser1becl ~r. c>r 10 Incur ooy pah..ttr..,r forf .. !kre of ElJI'OO&t Morwy depQIJIIl! c>r ~I! lmle,n BUYER 1m b¢en glven In 
accarria~~ wllh HUDfFHA or VA n"qt.lOrBtnlinlo "wrifien ~hlkorrtl1l1l by the F~dO(;J1 HIlIIllIl1g Commllil'l)oOQr, Ve<flfilfll Admlmlralion 0(' a Di ..... et 
EndorMl'TlOiI'l1 lenOIll' acmng (or1h Ittalllp~.-;We of the J;lltl';l<rly of 00l""'-'! then ItIS 1>QIH3 prje& ~a .. tIDed In LI«> cozrlrn<;:l5ElLCl'l' 1lI1Hi'18!O peylws 
l'l'IQU!tOO by FHA or VA. 
$ $ .... r ....... ·o 00 (0).. AOM1QNAl. FlMANCIAl.. TERNIS: 
B Add/UQl/r~ lInBI\I:lal1«lJll l!ro sPildIJed \tIWiQ( 1M ~1'19 'OTHER TERMS mDIOR cONornONS' (SElCfJon 4). A!ldjli¢na! ~11l!Crn~ aI" r;Oo!alneJd In a fINANCING MDENDUIIIf QI ~" ';1I~. ,,!fa::;hlXl ""..,1<:>. eclgnoo by both partifrn, 
...... -.. 
IJ.jOOl/Q12 
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'" <6 Ii. ITEMS IFolCUJoeo 8:. EXCUIDED IN lkIS &ALE; All amliPu fiJdure<; Iilld fiWng$ !hot dffl Bil.scN>d I" !he ~ aN> JffCLUDrn If.I TH€ PURCHASE 
w f'~'CE {PI1IBS~ ~od ~1. and mall be lrnOsferred 17_ of len ... Th<rn:t loeWe, but are rid. Umll8d la, all illttJ3cht:d rio<x cowr\nn$. 6!1llct\tl:1lole\1!lw 
l3j lln~ a.atsy~ dish a11d <'qllplTW)l Bttoc.tled pfumulnU. bd!:hroom sm:I ilI/htlng r~. wlndow 6~, Rcr""", dOO<15,!rll;>m\ wind"","", • loon doo<:>. 
'" .ll11"ij)(l_c~nj)S. tl8'fl1C1'edocT O(lefHil<is) lll'Id !rane~(!l). e:<leMr IrOO6. ~ 0< ah!\Jt>t>acy. "'1IU;;r hWlng ap~ and (hOurE!'>, altacnoollreplace 
I<Z """ulpm .... ,. ".,....r.g •• ~!lnll. ooollog nod ""-"'1"\1 Sy,;"""'5. "" ~ • O"'OOS, built.", <1""~neo.. fuel t"nk-o ~ ;,nq"'icn Fld""", ,.rnj equipm<,nl, "a """'" 
Sl ")11~.~. 61'<''''0'. ~. ~ r\(lhb. dltchoo <l41d ~ rjollt3. IT my, !hal are IllOl>lJrtor>ml. thereto !hilt 3f'<! now 00 0( U$ed h COOOOCllOl1 \1M) tJ>e premf~es 
94 and alTall be lr>eiJOOJ In Ille: ~!!l6 ulll6n ~6 pr()l,{dOO h!J(e/n. BUYER chWCf ~!isft ~1/l11!n;clt !hat lht; CO'ldlJO<; of 1M indud!ld I~ iA :liCC!lplab«l. il 
m ls "lll1lOO Iluf dO)' aOO! Inducted In Ihls ~ 1$ of n<:min!!l Wlf\1e 1fI55 1hlY1 S 100. 
\1$ 
rn ArIOlTIOOAl rH,MS SPECII"ICAI,I, Y IJ4ClUOEfi IN THIS SALE: Bectri~ rangefoven. bullt-in mic[}Jwave; disposal, 
55 
... 
fEI). irE14S SPI!.OACAU Y EXCLUDED IN THIS SALE:JN.l.!Q.tJoll.le"---_-____________ ~ ____ _ 
6. TIlLE CONVEYANGE: TItle t;i SEllER lis 10 b4> o:>t1~ t>y~rrf.V)ty 0-), ~ ~ pn;N1dOCl • ..nO Is 10 tr/111t<!I1<\ltabllJ an<;1lrnroraDla EJ};c"!1I/O( 
rlgJIl!I ~ tnf~ ~llt, StlltOf ~ dooda. bul!dlog oc w t<'rBflit:ilom. hulldlng and:t1X'tlng rogubtb-u!. 3I1d orolMf1cei of""y~ll"loI unit, 
W'ld rillim 0< WSf GOO ~(In\<lOOt $!l.~~ Ql"of~. Llena, 6IlC/.Jml.lt<lnOO!$ <>r dsfGCb! to 00 d!.dI"'Il<>ei by S8.Lffi rnay b.t ~ rut of ~e money .. 1 
dOll(l at ~g. No Ilem. cnOJmb.-~ C( defioctl; ~ are!O> bu d('C:~ Of ~UI1>ed by OOYER or la \!Ihlch W .. Is IaI:en ""'~ (0. aQ;I .......... ~!s!l 
3pocilled In fhlsc A{n:lemefll. 
7. role IN5URA~CE: Thmre may be typu or Utili Ill-Uur6l'lcII co\l()rltgel! avallablot 01l\6r tlliln thou HalH Dllo'R and pllrtlell' to thl,,-
ao~tJl'Il .. advllMld to Wit to a tffi!!> CO:mp'-'My_1IDom <i!1yolhQr;::{I"<:I~\t ~a!lllM.! that will glVtli th() BUYER wdltlonl'il «WiIIl'llI'JIl. 
CAl. mElII\f!WIRV TTrlE COMWiMM; !,rior In cla*!g the ~,'bitSELLER 01 0 BUf'ER t!MIf iurrUh 10 BI.JYER l! pml!rrinay ~ Ii 13 
Ihklln$~ pc>!lq st.owing!lle coodllloo 0( m~ ll!.k; 10 &sj,j preml~. 6lJ"l'ER ~ ~ bu1;1"", .. day(:\} from receipt Q( Ill", prellm~"1 c:cil'lrnilmMt 0( 
nci ,-""Ih"", ~ly-'(>Or {~} ~ prkr h:: ~"I), withid ~en 10 tbl",,11rI wrtll"9 to ltIe e"""l!ll:ll\cf~ lid .. at> .. <11. 1tx1l! In l/1e pn:>Iiminwy oomrnilml!Jnlll 
BUYER doel; nU ~o object. SUYER slwJlOO ~ed 10 h .. I.'eJICt4JledlliB culldlllCfCl offhotiUe. (I l&~ ihm Jf rhe tlJIe oftlSl&1 p,.~ IJ nO! 1l'IOlI1<nt:lb1e, 
O!"Cl!i'l/lOl be ~ 1>0 I"llhln ...L......bu.lneu da;i&) sfI:ar-n~ ~nfrt!ll< ,..il1et't .\ti!.6(t'>i:tl! (>f dllf6Ct ~ d~e<l1O SEU£R. aUYER'S E:x-rHul Mtnet 
l1f1j)(lS~ wm 00 fe'tUmeo Ko BVYER <Jllt\ SE1.l.E:R ahall pay for~ cootot Hlt<llrnlUfl!llCII CI!1JC1::11!l1lon fee. e~ and 109 01 !()l:!>. if ooy. 
(13). TITLE COUPAAY: Tb&> pilltla DllflIHIlhal Firsl Amedcao Tile TIIkt CQmp;l:(ly 
~ at ClaOs Street. Rigby, 10 83442 _ J>00l1 PfC!vl~ ~ UU~ lWliq w>tJ p.-.nmlnmy r!tport of CQJ1IIl1ltnwnt. 
(Cl.. i!lTA.NDAAD CO\l1!.RAGE. QYfflEl!:'S POUCY: SELt..E:R 3ha1l within & re;;!!lt()nllbla time aften;:!oollg rurrnm. IQ BUYEOR II IiIlo in300lflce pOlicy In \he 
lIImoUnt of ~ PIIn::blIeo I'll"" d thI:7 p<em1l1-<» \lllONll'IO m~bl1!J and lMufOlb!a ltlHl> ,ubjeet II:> IN; Iloo~. ~Iml~ ~ Clefeel$ eis.eYfI'l.!ire Be( 0iI1 ~p tiUt; 
A.!i~ 10 1>0 db~ c.- <lBII'ulMd by eLf(EF\ \,IrJ1."". ~\jl) proviw.u r-eln. The rll>l< ~,..umQd Il)' tho 1"", =mpan;; In Ih .... 1>InQ...-d c" .... r"@. 
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0( eIslelronlc trll<tl!mI.<loo .h.n "" It!. ""m. "" Ile!ivwy or "" orl9lnal. /U Ihe reQu<o1 of ellr,el p<>rty ()I' Ihe Closing Ag"ncy. tha pllf1i .. will ronlirm 
!ac<~ IU'ld ... t:!rO<1lc INlmmlUIl4 ''1"- try .lglMQ all a\;!lmllOowMOl. 
ElII'I"IiR'S Inal2/1 ( W lh X ~ 0:111> (r 1[" - (;>1 SEt.JJ::R"S 1cl.9h (~ __ ) 00\1) (",4'&1 
1h"tenP~p~.bnd~br~~~=~~~~~~~~a:,:~~~=.\orrell!.~)6~nlfXnlft~M1I~.f\l:!1I 
~htJQntJ>~Qffl9.l'i'O-R:l$.t.e..~~~ 
Fr!~' ~~N£) SoALE. MIAE..E!.fGCrP~C:E ~ eI 8. &l: ?PPf. rmt:pt 
00113/2007 l{ON 16:01. FFo.x 18017731952 6mittU:l#142 fi!;!OlO/012 
Jun 1 7 07 03:52p Robert 0 Shippen SHIPPEN 208-745-8241 p,? 
:271 
m 25. BUSINESS DAYS &. flOURS A truGinl;l<' d~y is hilrein defloecllll: t.ini'lday lhiouvh Fritfay. 8:00 A.M. 105:00 P.1.t In the It>t:..llillll'l :tM", 
:m; .vnlltl'lIiha Acubfi!<:l 1\'1(11 P'QPsrty Is phrslcalt" '()cala.:l. A b!lsl"~" dayshaN !'lot inc:lude any S::lruroBY Of SUnday. nor "half s /;Iv.foes," duy l",c!tlde 
;me "ll]l f"",at h(}lIcbl'~IlQ:O'd Py (he 3-lstt> of klanCl ~ ~ in Idaho Cl)Qlt §n-IO!L Thnilme: h ",hlctJ!In'f a.:l fE>Qulre-d vn<:Ier till::; a1l'fsemenlio; to 
""" b .. P4rf"~ ,.h!>ll be compv1tld by excfvdlllj) the datn Qf "<",CuI"'''' "J1d ("chiding tfl .. 1"",( ""y. The IIr.[ aay :>flall t,,, Itlo 1;lil')' $00' the <lalt' of 
~ I!IiIeCl,llloo. If!ha la:ri d8yf5 a ~l hoOday. tI:'\",., lila Grm> fer perlcnmnoe "h.:LI b .. (hit -lr{ ~!.Jtrtl.equ..,-,{ brn;l"""" day. 
= ~ ~. SfVER.~.aU.f'TY; In ~ CEI$"Il' tMt I1flYOO~ Of mora of too prQ¥f!i1oas cO(Ildlned 1ft Ihrs Agreement. oc ;toy ZPPOC<!llOfi thorto(. SII<lIl be irrn;IJd. 
Z>5 lIT"l.lelOf vnontorcs"bls In any r61'pact. tj;e ralltllty. 1eQ<!lil\' 04' Qn{or~ilily or Ihe f<l!",alninp prn""fOfU gllall OO! in 31'1}' way 00 "ffec1w Of impaired 
~ ~,. 
""" :zr. ATIORNl!:'r'S fEES: fI $It""" ~y ~t~ 0( d()ft:J'l(j'" BJ'tr arbilt<U1on 01' legal 9C1lcl') or proceO'dfngG whiCl\ <I'" In any""'Y cmn"c:tad with this 
:li>9 APfat)ffi/)lll.. UHf pre\l1l1llnj) DlJrfy ~Il!lll bo ent>1itJ<j 10 ret:""ar [rum !ha non-pmVBllInlI p.arty real\.O<>.ablc "o~t. ,,,,d "florncY:' It,,,,,. ·'ncivoi~ JIJCh cost. <mo 
:2!>0 f~ Cl1 Qppe$.l. 
:all 
~ 28.- DEFAUt. I: !I' BUYER da'sullB In the parlormat'lC<! of IiIf~ Aijroemem, SELLER ~ 1hc option of: (!) i!CCSplll'1Q the EQrnesf Mooey as !lQuidljle<j 
:l\IJ dam!lQ64 or (2) lJIUr&ul~ .;myo{hS( ht..ftll rlQbl ~ remedy fa wIllch SELtER m.:aybaMlJtled.lf S8..lER oiocfs. II) prl)Cl><10 IJOOe< (1), SELLER ~h.1) 
"". mak .. dom.md UpOfllN.! hQI<lt<r 0' rho l;"rn".t MOllO)", lIp1Jn ... hleh dsnand "aM hold"r ahall pllY from l~e EarMc.1 Money thO cas!:> IflCU(("a tty 
:2Il6 Sl'.I.U~R"S Brnke. On twlt>Wr N SELLER aT>d SllVER l"!'\lalCCl to Ih .. lr-anaru:lkm. 1l>C1IJoilil/. wllhwi limitation, the coo '" 01 tlUo if" uranoll, ll-Scrow I""",. 
;!lI1I !lpp!'l;lbi1l!i, crelllt roporI r~. lrul-padloo r_ end a1lorttell'5C Ie=; lnd !t:lld 1\0lOOr ~hOl!I pay arry b!l!llnce c.r the Eafne:s.1 M-Mey. one-hslf 10 SELLER l\l\d 
;:m- o.r>t,-l1.:!Ir In Sau.:R·S Brol<&-, pttlVided rhllollJ\a """Clint 10 b~ prud 10 SELLER'S Bro~e{ ,,,In,1) ""i e.ceoo ll'" BroKer'S "p'et)d to cbmmj.~i""'. SELLER 
= flOC; BUYER ap=IIICGlly lIcl<nolHH!<lQI!! "'-""l "1l",n I"", iI :,)(;LLER e!eds w accept tI:'\" EIl1I1"s1 Mcnay as liQuiaal1!<:l d2!1"l'la<ji)'. !llJch "tmII be SELLER'S 
- ~Q":>rId ft"ellJ~l ..... f~. ,,04 ouch "h!>ll nt>l. b6 cOI'I.ldiOl'Od.i! ~Ily or lorfei!"" ... II SEllER sllX:13 to procoOO un~« (2), (hit hoi dOT or \h" Earn"",' 
= MllNIY .hall ba !11'ltllled 10 pay Ill" cost. Incurred l:>ySEUER'S Brok..,. M kh • .Jf c4 SEI..l.ER and eUYER relaled to In..'tran:s:oc(icn,lndurlloll. wlthout 
)Oi Ilrnll3liMl, thQ Clnl;$ al'b;¢I<~f'll'J" r~ 1111", in"v...,.,,,,,. OoSCI'trlIi f~. !!ppraill>i, cte-Oi f~ fO(\':>. in;p,~tiQo f~ end 6tlomey'J 1005, w~h any b,;Ianco of 
m lho ~11IoWn1))' !D ~ held pem!lnQ mso!trtl«J of ilia Ini;l!lef. 
:= !I' 6~lLrn d"laultv. havinG 5)1pJO~ ",ala ~alQ lind f~llg 10 consummate lila 6<1ffie as l>areln agreed. BUYER'S E:!mesl Money ~poolt ethEl! 
~ l><! r&hJt'ned to himJh«<tnd SE.lLrn d\!1lll""Y for ~ 1X>¥t.. I,)f UHe i""I1, .. """. ","crow r""", sj>p'ais&M. crMIl rt!p0'l ("""', j"",~",, f~s, brol<~ .. f_s; 
~ '"flO e.I1o~s 1_. IT ~. Tnis .~ rlOl In! c:un~lderW 13_" ""$1_ by {lV,(ER ~ <I<1Y otl'tw lawful rillht Dr fl'lfl'\6dy to .... hlCh BUYER m::.y 03 "nt.tJea. 
XIt! 
:m ~. EARNEST MOMEY OISPUTE [INTERPLEADER; NotvAlhslElndlr'l/ ooy lennlna.llo.n 01 !hIt COOlr:lCt. BUYER Bfld S€:LLER ~ 1J1a1 In 1110 I'JI'MI 
,.,.. 01 .... y c.t:il~)I flf11"I"dlng the E .... n'-"" Mln1,,'y ilfld lhinfl" ... 1 vt!!ue tI"kI by flrOll.llf 0{ cI<:noiog "'IOI1O'l"'Y, tmle.t", mu(u;oi "",It \en Irr.>irllctlorui arc:: ,,,,,,,,I'oI'<'d by 
XlII ~ h¢ld""-!)! tl!$ ~I Yoney and Iblngs of v:u{UI; Srokar or cfo<oing ~Iley ;hllol! "cA b<i' 'OQlJir...:J to l¥I:u g,ny actton put m!ly;n<lQilJP>y proce<>d1ng. or 
:no aI BJdulrl1lf' clo&i"fl ay!!OCy~ optioQ ared ~oo, dJeci1ltlOft, may Inlerple'll.c! Bl! partles and dsposll ally moofM.OC ~lP.~J.t.~.II1~ i.nt() e cwlt of O){n~nt 
111 jur!:lIllcllon.md :lhodl meo ...... <000(1. costs. «ntl ~!e ,'Uom&r'~ C-. . - . . 
Jlt 
30. et)UNTERPARTS: 'Thl. Agl'tllfll"!'\(tnf mGy be GXOCU~ In tloW'lI"",url". E .... Ouling QI') ogroem ..... t In OOUIl\OfP"'-/S ehall m""" th" ",Iqll~lute 01 
two ;"",.,Uc:",1 <;:01'1"a .. f Ih'" ~l1m6 ugnu~mltnt. Each idlllMiul coPy of all i'lGtllOmoot ,iI/oed in ct>un\af,HYlllla deel'l"><Xl 10 be 8n or!(riOBl, end $[1 
1dru'lIlQf copfao ~hillllDg<llner ~1l1u1() OIl!! ;;rlQ' t!le SWl'tS in,lrumm, 
31. !ltl!P~ENTATION CQNFIRbtAll0N: Chedcone (1) bar In $eJctJoo T ;md 00<' (f> t>;u In $;x:~2 txlJov( 10 C'C"'flrm IlI<IIIn 1tW;; 1,..Ol!1lCfJon._ 
b,,*~"l fnl.Olvild h-"<l th<> 1o'lo..!"Ii ..,1a/JooWlp!_, with !he BUYEiR(SJ:!I'Xf SELLER(S), 
Seclkln 1: 
~A. Til<) b~lJI'"alJ" I'IornlfflJ wtth !.flo I'WYER(S) bllldlllq U fin AlPEforr [ar tI\Q ellYcR(S}. 
D~. Th<J bro-lm'llGQ _rldllQ with Ihe- BUYERISjla actlng ~,. a Uf,Sfr!i7Jlt I;)/JAl AGEf"T f(),r 1"'" OUYER{SI, wltntH,lt.n ,MUIIGN5D AGEIU. 
DC. Til" brokfnllg. W'tJrklRt/ ,.,jl.k [jUt BtI'fI:f.!.(S} 18 ~c:tkI9 "'" II U!;IIITED DUAL AG6NT (odlt .. BU'iER{S) and tu." an MatCil'lEO J\(:;f:Ni 
;, .. Ing 30101.'t Qfllt>tMllf ct 1M> ElWER\-S). 
o D. Tho brok.o!-ap \II~ "'11Il 1M BU'rERIS) 11> BelIC!! lUi u NONAI',; EUT for ~ aWER{SJ. 
$$dlM2:; 
)(A. Tllll brt>~ W(lrldng wlUt tOO SElLER.(SIIli aalfl; ~ iHI /\.GEm 10(' In., S£U.ER(Sj.. 
DB. Ttllt MDkmi:p ~ with lM SEl.l.ER.(S) 1$ ~ " ~ UM£TED DUAL AGENT to< rht> SELlER(S). wllhoUI un .A.SSJ~NWAGEJ.lr. 
Or:;, Th4s brl>kllf.llQo wocldoQ 'l!tttlt It.., SaLE'll!» bJ sctJr,g lIS 8 uMtfEO oo"L AGENT 11>r ~ SELLEFI(S) and 11:1$ ';/,1> A!StcHro AGEIooIT 
1I~9 'f.Qt.!y on ~Ilalf of 'tho SELLER[$}. , J.' 
00. TM Ix~QQ _king mrb ~ 5fl.I.ER.{S) Ix ,.ctl1l9 as; a NONAGEWT for lh .. SELLE.RCS). 
EIldI party 1'l!;id"O 1)-4 doc..JmMl _'rrn. !"lit h& hI!5 r~ _a IlOO tJl'I~!!I'!Ic<lIl1l>!! kit&rr::y t:lhrcloovre rmxhUnl """"10<1 or lIPJ)rllWd by;'" fdiohg (wI ",,1;O\f CQAl ..... i;c.loh ~ 
"" ~'IIl1ha nalak>mtlp cooilrml'ld~. l/l &ddI1Jon, each f"'ltT """'<I"" !hel Ilia b~'. al)<:<1c.Y olr/:e pofq .. ..., ...- .. ,~i>bJ" roc \~oo .... ~ ........... EPo(:H 
I"M1YUhOE.FGTAI'«1S THAT HE IS A. "CI.IS!~R" AND IS N(),~I!},[TED!I'( t..tlP\O!<:ef\AGI" l.flltEa30 1"H"..At! ISA Il!$NED WRITT"EH AGREE~T FQ}\ Ac;.EN(;Y 
Ra'1W'iEJIT ATON. l.'Ilf(eR'SlnlllilIsLx~ .. {'-I'- {l SEI...I.£R"SI,,!fj~(  )Dete c.leh 'I>I~ """"~~OI'I(! ~""'by ~rL1'EAl.~-;;' 1lo.I:m',I'1t1l>Mt\6<_flr."" "P'V>'d"'~~ ~ .... ";'lI"t:";""'~oJ'" 
_A:ootdo<""" rI RUL . l.tJt- tit /ok( C1JHE1IPeItllQIIIb r!\OH!llntA, t:O<:2~ ~ 4t«io- 01 MAL ra~. t""- "" '"<tIl'" ""or_. 
~lresll9omA~~EiU(O~A~I:Ni!'''~5Q1QJUIV mt;Ell/'iJQ!j 
V./L~/~QQ{ MQN L6cQ1 F~~ 18017737952 Smiths#142 @011/012 
JLJn 17 07 03:52p Roben 0 Shippen SHIPPEN 200-745-e241 p.e 
:>.0 Rl:-'1.' ~IO~ pU~""""'>;N.J; A~ p~ ' ... .!V1Y a:p9ll 5PfIXI/1 
-~ l"ROPO!!IITYAD~: 319 N, 3709 E., Rlgby,lD 83442 !!»: 240511 B8 
:tt. ENTlR5 AGREE:MENT: This Agr~lltl! c.QOlsln .. Ih~ Q<'IHr. AQ~t 01 the- P1Hll/ll$' ,e;plX:til'\~~~ ."'\ forltt 1m:! wper=Oe. aU 
Prtor NltOO'll!ll'1l11 blll'<'l1'!iiiln Ib" P'~' f""~n{J S1Jch ~. ~wii.mltl[ies.lndWlno. wl!houlllmlblki1\. ~y wl;rn;,.rl.iYol htilbltoolOry, BOt--.,ts or 
repra!G<ltllfIotn not e:xpms;r!y let /Or!h hIMeIo maD bel blndlil!l !1p1ln eIIller party. 
33, l1YEJS OFTHEE!S5ENCE.INTIi!sAG~ENr. 
;»>l 34. AUTHORflY OF SIGNATORY; If flUl'EH <x SELLER b .. cO(pot;'lUon. partnership. tN!>.I, ".!'Blt;'_ or o[h",r entity, trw peuoo execlltlllQ ll1is 
:l:'SI "i/reeme<il Oil ib I:!efl<III\II'2(1tJ®t Ills Qr her \l~ to (l.o $1:) and to bin<! BUYER tlI' SElLER. 
35, A.CCt:1"TAACe: IWYfiR't; o&..l~ m!!ld>:> ""~[jo lh<>2CDoPl<>n<;C 0( 3ELi.ER 00 0( W<xa ~ .. te-) QfJ16/?OO7 at(~ Tim", 
In wtichpropaiy Is~} 8'00 OA.M. j5l.P.M. If SELLER does no( accept !hI" A\l!'sefn<:1'l! ",linin !h~ lime Sp4eilKl". 1~1' enUre E.~rna~1 
M<mey <:>hall be refunded 10 BUYER on domMcI. 
~ E~a~~~ ____________________ _ 
:l1; 
::rt:2 
:!l':l 
l'.o 
:mi 
~ Oma~~~~~-­
= 
"'" A«Jre»> ~ --------------~-------------
JEO EMl!Ii Mdnil'u 
:l!l2 n. SELLERS SfGNAruRES: 
CIty Kne l(j{ffie Stal1> TtL. __ ZIp ~3u7-,,9b..l3CL-2 __ _ 
fax!'! 
----------
:m O<llhiSc CaI,,_ I/Wt:l )le<reOy approve and ,""cop! Ih .. Ir"I'I"3CU"O '«>1 rOfIil i'Il the abov!> AgrC!'amenl .. od "g(~¢ \0 cat'ry ovl <18! Ihe [Mm, \h(Ire-w ()j'\ 
lI\.( It." P<rt of Ins SaLEI'<. 
:m 
:m OS.IGHAiURE(9) SIJUCTTQAlTACflSm COUNTER OFFER 
1M 
* ;l!lI) 
:l9, 
'$1Z 
:m 
:I&i 
-:JIll! 
st 
:lIlI! 
:I¥l 
/lIiI 
oW'! S8..LER Slgnlrttlrn _________________ _ 
.m Dlite ______ Tlmc ____ OA.M.O P.M. 
~ ~---------------------------
..;. -. 
E~~~ ______________________ __ 
SElLER~nlN~~ ______________________ __ 
Phon~' ______________ Cd~ __________________ _ 
City ________ Sl:ate ____ 2ip ______ _ 
F/rJ:/f 
--------
CONlRACTOR REGISTRATION;j (If lIPPllcah1&) _________ _ 
1hil_1I1lf\n104 l1"l(I ""'_~~ _~<i R!!AlTOR3<;). he Tnb Ioomt.nbfo<. ~kr''''' 1t",..._...oyIQr .... br"""""" .. .,.".....-...., on "'''''',.., "' .... 
"""""'" ~"" REAL~ U~I! .... All ... <ITHIIIt !'eM"" t!\ I'I'I.OHItUTEll. 
ComPSJnY:CoJtiw&I! Banker Engle Rook 
~ by: Randy S!oor 
 1doI<I_~""'O<""A\.l't:R.,.,. "",1\11 ~ ___ 
SIN: ~CE5-D6367 
!. 
I. 
1 
Jun 17 07 03:52p 
Md~ 24 07 
'.~.I.{ 1_ •••• -
Robs!1 D ShipPl]n SH IPPEN 
12~OSp Patrick Duf"-fin 
208-745-8241 
(20B) 552-8805 
RE-11 ADOENDUM #- ___ L. ___ . . ___ (1,2,3, etc.) 
OcltG:_ .. __ 6:..~jJ-=.aJ. ___ . __ . _. _____ ._~ ___ ... __ 
!ilJOO 4/()1Z 
p9 
p.1 
fI·!IS IS A '-EGAll \' B',",U,NG GON1AACT. r&I'.D fHE lON)"JJie t)OGUMt'NT INCl.lJOtNG ANY ATTACHU8-{I:;. It ,(OU !-IAVE i,NY QUr;::,TIO"S-. 
CONSULT YOUR ATTOIWCY 1'.1'10101'1 ACCOUNTANT ElEFORG S;fGWNG. 
n,b ic An ADDENOUn.ll.o 1m Purcl'!<l,C" o!)(1 S"l.: A<jreemc:ot [tl>(l r{cc6pt for f:.,rnc:.(Moryey. 
t'r...ctdc:.ncufrI." f11 /:,\ns Uj~\t OW inrf)q~,;)licrt I.>clow 1$ uduCCI11111t(:1Ialll)l IJn! ; 'fJCf.'OflifJ1l (:lur.n at. 11~f.Y on:iesL"1':pl(}ns) ~l,)J1Oi m~).)nt: :lle fOfItl is; ')f:~19 vs(;:d 
t,> (j),ul1)c 1 c·)rfed orrp.""!::(~ U"If;:' ttgree-mcn\ (suen ~ rltcH1i/t;:nllr;l1, ;)r'dj~on DC ~f..Hio.U of ~ h:.:mD-
---~---.--.----
._--_.- -_._- ... _---_.-_._ .. -.. _ .... ---.... _._--- .... _-_.-.. _----_._- .. __ ._-----._._----.... _----
.--------..... -------... -'"-~.----.... -----------_. __ ._----_ .. 
_______ . ~ __ .~_~._ - ... __ .~ __ ~ ___ . __ '""_ .... __ ..... __ ....... _ .... _. ____ '-·'-"_I!~ ___ ....... _ .... _.___ ____ .... _ ~. __ k __ • __ " __ ...- __ ........ 
~--- ....... _- .'----.. - .-........ -. '-. _. ----_ ..• '~---'-"----"-' -----....... - .. -........ ---~ ..... -----........ ---_ .... ----- .... _-_.- ---_._-
.-------~. ~----.~------- - . - --~ .. , .. -... ---- .. _-_ ..... ----.~- ...... ---.- .. -" ... - ..... -------"-----
.--.~-.--- .. ---------...--- .. --~-- .. ---... ----.... --........ -~.----.- ---------..... -------- ..... ----.-.. --~--------"" .. 
. '-------- ........ -.. -.~--.'---.--.-- ..... - ... -- .... _---._-_._, .... ---_ ........ - ........ _--_. 
_ .. ---------
-~---.-.--~ .. ....-.. ------.... ......-.----""- ........ - .. ------.--.--- .. 
___ ._~ ________ ~ ____ ~_. _____ ~. ______ ...... _. . ... _ .. __ ._ ..... ,,_,,_. ____ ._.0-_--.- _ ... _______ -- ... _______ .... __ _ 
____ ~ _________ ••• ____ ....... _ •.•••• ___ ..... __ • _____ n_ ... _____ '_~ •• _· _____ . __ • ____ ...... ______ ._. ____ • 
a..r~: 4 -{ !:"·TZ...7-·--
o;'t,,: • ..6..:..!2-~_._. ___ ._. 
SF.llER.: ' '. 
----------~---.. _---. .......... _-- -.-- .... _---._-_._ ... ---
---_._------
r:i:",J rl',rl\l'" pthdl'tl 'F&'ld l"'!!.:htltt'¢ea rhr.-hJ;),)O fl~r;l.'lUT\ttQJ f<EN...lt'lI~S-:"?l tnt 1f.,., 'urfll f\~ )tt,";CJI'\ """lnra:1 i.It" • .,.1<1 Q prrl'l,,)JfI:<1 on[y k,"'r [he _lo', .. 1 .u'lct~l,,:" tK'Vl~, ... :-J.Ifl...-IlJ.. " .... h .. ,. ~,:t 
nlIC"fJl."'{·/t ,·it)lF' f\I.U)I\n:,1 ~qr'w'"1,.'fr-\.n' r.r!\l l·rl[l~.'ir! 11''';.(' !W' 1\f,J'r' fl,,'I.lr·R Pr.n:.:r~ lH rRN Ilnn~n 
I RE-11 ADDENDUM JVl Y ZOOB EDITION PAG RE-11 ADDENDUM#_O"-<.4.-LN_E _____________ (1,2,3, etc.) Date:~~~~~U-________________________________________________________ _ 
THIS IS A LEGALLY BINDING CONTRACT. READ THE ENTIRE DOCUMENT INCLUDING ANY ATTACHMENTS. IFYOU HAVE ANY QUESTIOh 
CONSULT YOUR ATTORNEY AND/ORACCOUNTANT BEFORE SIGNING. 
1 This is an ADDENDUM to the Purchase and Sale Agreement. 
Z ("Addendum" means thallhe information below is added matef"ial for the agreement {such as lists <X descriptions} and/or meaas the form is being us 
3 to change. coffect or revise the agreement {such as mcdificalion. addition or deletion at a term}). 
4 
5 PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEM ENT DATED: -lLJt .... l une'-<-l1-'"6c,.. . ... 2""°".,0"-7 ____________ 10 # 240511B.~8 __ 
6 ADDRESS: 319 N. 3709 E.. Rigby, ID 83442 
7 BUYER(S): William S. Goodspeed & Shellee B. Goodspeed 
8 SEllER{S): Robert Shippen Construction 
9 The undersigned parties hereby agree as follows: 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
1S 
16 
17 
18 
19 
22 
23 
24 
2S 
26 
27 
26 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
36 
39 
40 
1. Buyers & Sellers acknowledge that the correct Address for this property is: 
3709 E. 319 N., Rigby, ID 83442 and hereby amend the purchase & sale agreement 
(the address used had the street number swapped with the house number) 
~---~-.--~--~-----.------. 
To !he extent the terms of this ADDENDUM modify or conflict with any provisions of the Purchase and Sale Agreement including all priOI 
Addendums or Counter Offers, these terms shall control. All other terms of the Purchase and Sale Agreement Including all priOI 
Addendums or Counter Offers not modified by this ADDENDUM shall remain the same. Upon its execution by both parties, thi 
agreement is made an integral rt of the aforementioned Agreemenl 
~. Date: 7/J-/O( 
BUY Dal. ~-~-VG 
Date: ~;i 
Date: 7/2' ! {) 7 
I ' 
isltibuted the Idaho As ialion of REAL TORS® Inc. This form has been designed for and is provided only for lha real estate professionals who are 
memberli of the National Association 01 REAlTORS ®. USE BY ANY OTHER PERSON IS PROHIBITED. 
QCopyright Idaho Association of REAL TORS®, be:.., All rights reserved. 
RE-11 ADDENDUM JULY 2006 EDmON PAGE 1 OF 1 
Company: Coldwell Banker Eagle Rock 
Provided by: Randy Stoor 
SIN: E'CE5-06387 
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